
 
 
 

GOING BACK TO THE TRUTH 
VOLUME 2: TITHES AND OFFERINGS 

 

Break and advance into the hill country of the Amorites; go to all the 
neighbouring peoples in the Arabah , in the mountain, in the western 

foothills,  in the Negev and along the coasts, to the land of the 
Canaanites  and to Lebanon, as far as the great river, the Euphrates. 

 

Deuteronomy 1:7 
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PRELIMINARY 
 

 

Revival is nowadays the sole preoccupation of true Christians. And one 
can easily understand this for how can one fail to react towards the 
sight of a world created by GOD, belonging to God’s heirs, yet literally 
dominated by Lucifer? 

Thousands of Christians all over the world are longing for revival, 
fasting and praying, sharing out tracts and treatises, organising mass 
crusades and so on. Burning Sunday sermons are delivered in number 
and stony temples however  continue to grow unceasingly and absorb 
enormous amounts of money. In spite of noticeable efforts, darkness 
continues to spray out inexorably all around and to subjugate the 
planet. 

What then can we do to persuade billions of unbelievers who still 
remain insensitive to our efforts of spraying the gospel? 

Maybe we need Christian schools and hospitals in the poor villages of 
Africa. Thus have we multiplied primary schools dispensaries and 
hospitals throughout Africa. And as a result, Satan seems to mock at 
us more and more. African elites patiently moulded in our Christian 
schools and colleges openly compete in the field of initiation rites in 
the lodges of darkness. The point here is who will reach the peak of 
initiation to satanic rites. In between two astral projections, our 
African elites, trained in Christian schools, and colleges, godly treated 
in their young age in Christian hospitals and health centres, softly 
nursed by the sweet melody of our Christian choruses have become 
elites of darkness. This is the proof that we’ve failed in the task of 
spiritual transformation of these billions of kids with false candid look 
to whom we taught the alphabet at Christian nursery schools . 
Because we lack spiritual power to communicate to them, the power of 



darkness which confers a so to say social success, though followed by 
lots of sorrows, had had dominion upon them. This is, in fact, an 
absolute failure in the world government, as far as the taking charge 
of elites education is concerned. 

In the west, the question is turned upside down. Satan is the one 

seeking ways to officially forbid Christianity. In northern Europe for 

instance, a righteous pastor is taken to court for a sort of supreme 

crime: marching alone in the street with a board condemning 

homosexuality. Besides, the new constitution of the European Union 

neither mentions GOD nor Christianity though the environment is a 

Judea Christian one. The European commissioner for justice is rejected 

by the European parliament for having stated that homosexuality is 

sin. In fact, the only TRUTH acknowledged in the west is that there is 

no absolute Truth. 

 

Why is it that born again Christians we are light of the world and salt 

of the earth ,have lamentably failed in  reviving the world? The answer 

is quite simple. We’ve tackled the question of revival with a magician 

mentality. And as a matter of consequence, Satan who is an  obvious 

prestidigitator has easily defeated Christians on their spot. Assuredly, 

we have forsaken the foundation of our power and that’s why the devil 

has taken control of the spiritual reign for some centuries .In our 

resounding defeat, the devil has successfully established false pastors 

in temples to remind us that it is suitable for us to flee from the 

world,, for we are not of the world. 

 

The situation may look paradoxical. As a matter of fact, our 

defeat in the course of centuries finds its explanation in the 

fact that we’ve been agitating for revival, failing by so doing to 

fulfil the fundamental condition of revival which is the TRUTH. 



Without the truth, neither power nor spiritual authority to 

conquer Lucifer and take hold of the move of the world. That’s 

it. 

 

The defeat is actually so resounding and acknowledged  that many 

sincere Christians are rather astonished to hear that our mission on 

earth is controlling and ruling the world ,thanks to the power of the 

HOLY GHOST simply because we claim to be its lone holders in the 

world. 

We make tremendous efforts to evangelise. We multiply temples, TVs, 

BIBLE schools, carry out door to door evangelism, yet we have 

replaced the written will of the Lord in the BIBLE by human precepts. 

In this respect, Satan ought not to be annoyed, for during centuries 

we’ve lied on the Service to the Lord, on tithes and offerings, on 

baptism, on the holy communion, on church organisation and on many 

other fundamental points of the Christian life as well. The power of the 

HOLY SPIRIT has left us and we have become unable to turn upside 

down the world. This is to assert that the TRUTH is the only source of 

power and authority of the Church. But since Satan has blocked us 

into his stony temples and religious pyramids, we happen to have 

become extremely rebel to the BIBLE. 

 

In the depth of our hearts, we feel annoyed by the content of the 

BIBLE because its verses pull down our little human inventions and 

remind us all the time that our religious folks are nothing else than a 

tissue of lies, regardless their religious appearance. 

 

Let’s imagine an important Reverend Pastor of my calibre who is 

compelled to take care of a 10 person house assembly for six months. 



In my dream, I rather see myself leading a six thousand members 

temple, being by so doing counted among the most known leaders in 

the society. It is henceforth at this level that I might be receiving 

invitations to travel to Europe and US to preach, for I am well known 

person. But if I happen to be less famous, I will make an effort to 

improve. I will be organising great mass crusades everywhere in Africa 

under the theme “Let’s pray for GOD to bless some of the African 

leaders”. In fact, are some of these African head of states Ahab the 

destructor the BIBLE talks about? Are they sub- Saharan Adolf Hitler 

or are they men of good endeavour in search of righteousness who 

deserve my blessings on scriptural principles? What’s a question? This 

BIBLE assuredly plans to hinder my career. I will therefore be obliged 

to avoid some verses while asking to Christians to join me into an 

advertisement campaign aiming at blessing African Heads of state. 

Furthermore, the BIBLE talks about house assemblies which are local 

assemblies held Christian houses. What a downfall! Even my wife 

won’t trust me with such a story…Anyhow, it’s just a way to say 

things. GOD did not intend to ask us to constitute churches in Christian 

houses. It may look so simple for the intelligent and ambitious man I 

am. Moreover, I am a full time worker of the gospel! 

 

While we endeavour to build temples for our personal glory, the BIBLE 

talks about autonomous assemblies. Please, an anaesthesia to forget 

such a verse! As we systematically prevent so called pastors to have a 

secular job, the BIBLE loudly recalls that Paul the Apostle had a job. 

He was an engineer who used to make and sell tents. Help, please to 

avoid such a verse. As we shout and compel Christians to 

systematically pay their tithes in our stony temples, the BIBLE recalls 

us that this practice should stop. Tithes are replaced in fact by 



liberalities and whosoever goes back to tithes surely harvest a curse. 

May heavens help to forget such a verse. As we share loaves of bread 

and soft juice for the Holy Communion, the BIBLE reminds us to share 

bread and wine, coupled to a nice dish we eat in an atmosphere of joy 

in order to celebrate the Golgotha victory. Heavens forbid! As we 

prevent so called GOD servants to get married while being ready to 

tolerate hidden and frequent homosexual intercourses behind the walls 

of stony temples, the BIBLE clearly states that Peter the Apostle was 

married. Heavens forbid! As we ask Christians to be submitted to Adolf 

Hitler for all authority comes from GOD, the BIBLE shouts that we shall 

submit to authorities that work for good and that seek righteousness. 

May heavens forbid! As we submit new converts to hours of satanic 

initiation we call baptism teaching class, the BIBLE declares that once 

a person accepts and confesses JESUS-CHRIST as Lord and Saviour, 

he/she needs to be water baptised .Heavens forbid! As we gather in 

great number to speak new tongues nobody interprets, the BIBLE 

recommends that speaking in tongues shall be ordered and interpreted 

,as to enable everyone to clearly understand what is publicly said and 

therefore to be edified. Heavens forbid! As our temples are in great 

confusion from the point of view of its ruling, the BIBLE clearly asserts 

that bishops and deacons are the only permanent workers who abide 

in the local assembly and rule it. Need of an anaesthesia to forget such 

a verse! As we pour drops of water upon the forehead of someone, the 

BIBLE teaches to the eunuch to completely get into the water of 

baptism just like Israel went into the red sea when they left Africa. 

Heavens forbid! 

 

It is obvious nowadays that, not only we lack the necessary strength 

to stand by the side of the TRUTH, but also we tend to hate the 



TRUTH. In addition to that ,it is said crafty operations are launched to 

hinder the diffusion of the TRUTH aiming at preserving the unity of 

CONSTATIN and Alexander SEVERE’s temples. 

 

I remember a day, as I was making ready to proclaim the TRUTH in a 

so called Christian radio in the capital of one our African countries I 

was visiting, I was told that leaders of OHOLIBA’s temples had just 

constituted a committee in order to censor my preaching before it 

diffusion. In front of this manoeuvre of OHOLIBA the criminal who 

thinks she is able to obstruct the TRUTH, I turned towards other radio 

stations and up to date, and by GOD grace, the TRUTH is having its 

way in that country. 

In her wrath, OHOLIBA has used many tricks to prevent decision 

makers of that country to grant licence to other Christian applicants. 

The reason is that pastors of OHOLIBA the murderer carry their BIBLE 

day and night, attend meetings of lodges of darkness with politicians 

of this country where I often go. 

 

This result in a lost of spiritual authority all over the world with 

the reign of Lucifer as consequence. The only gateway to the 

solution is a coming back to the TRUTH, that is a strict 

observation and practice of what is written in the BIBLE. 

 

Because fake and lies have invaded the doctrines taught in the three 

religious pyramids namely Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA, 

the  HOLY SPIRIT has lad us to rebuild on biblical principles by re-

establishing real foundations of the service unto the Lord. This task 

being done by God’s grace, we hereby tackle the reestablishment of 

the basis of prosperity. 



 

Assuredly, when we examine the basis of the foundation of tithes and 

offerings, it is in fact to remind the Christian on what he must do to 

prosper. The objective of tithes and offerings is prosperity. Let’s use a 

secular example to highlight the understanding of spiritual things as 

the Lord JESUS-CHRIST used to do. Let’s suppose I am in Addis-Ababa 

and wish to travel to Dire Dawa, another Ethiopian city. My objective is 

clear: Dire Dawa. However, I need a variety of means such as a 

highway with a good system of information including good road 

markings and signals to direct me, a car in a good state, enough petrol 

in my engine and a good driver. In the same manner, prosperity is the 

main goal of a Christian and the means to achieve it is a composition 

of things of different nature to offers to GOD in order to prosper. 

 

It is urgent for us to re-establish the foundation of tithes and 

offerings for a world catastrophe has been going on for 

centuries. Complete generations of born again Christians have 

gone to pilgrim on earth in an absolute curse because of Tithes 

and offerings paid in CONSTANTIN temples. Candid as they 

were, they though they would harvest blessings by dropping 

their money in the offering baskets of Babylon the great 

,OHOLA  and OHOLIBA. By doing this, generations of sincere 

Christians have unconsciously placed themselves under the 

yoke of curse because of money wasted under the rules of lies 

and contrary to the divine prescriptions of the BIBLE. 

 

In order to prosper, a Christian must offer a variety of “goods” to 

GOD. And this constitutes the adequate mean to reach out prosperity 



.Let’s read the Scriptures to understand that I offer to GOD in view of 

prosperity. 

 

Philippians 4: 16-19 reads : 

16 “ For even when I was in Thessalonica, you sent me aid 

again and again when I was in need “ 

17 “ Not that I am looking for a gift, but I am looking for what 

may be credited to your account “ 

18 “ I have received full payment and even more ; I am amply 

supplied ,now that I have received from Epaphroditus  the gifts 

you sent. They are a fragrant offerings, an acceptable sacrifice, 

pleasing GOD.” 

19 “ And GOD will meet all needs your needs, according to his 

glorious riches in JESUS-CHRIST.” 

 

The BIBLE states in verses 16 and 17 that each time a Philippian 

Christian offers a gift to Apostle Paul, GOD considers these goods as 

directly offered unto him. This is a law called principle of 

representation we find several times in the Bible. As we saw, each 

Christian who gave to Paul became holder of an account in God’s 

spiritual bank and GOD fills this account with wealth that belongs to 

the giver. See how gifts given by each Philippian Christian to Paul 

activates his / her riches. 

 

What is the nature of this wealth? We’ll be talking about as we share 

on prosperity. As for now, let’s simply underline that we offer to GOD 

in view of multiplying misunderstood this. 

 



In verse 18 we just read, GOD says gifts brought to Paul are directly 

offered to GOD. As a matter of fact, gifts offered to a born again 

Christian ( I mean offered by the virtue of the fact that he or she is a 

genuine Christian) are offered to GOD. When for instance, GOD 

wanted to begin war against Pharaoh, he didn’t come down on earth. 

He delegated power and instructions to Moses – that is, to the prophet 

of all generations. 

 

Exodus 7 : 1 reads: “ Then the Lord said to Moses, see, I have 

made you like GOD to Pharaoh and your brother Aaron will be 

your prophet.” 

 

It’s clear that, based upon the principle of representation, we Born 

again Christians are GOD’s Ambassadors and GOD’s heirs. Giving 

henceforth to a genuine Christian is giving to GOD. No doubt, it is an 

evil act to lay down goats, bags of rice, bunches of plantain on 

ancestors tombs. This is an offering to demons and powers of 

darkness. GOD asks us to give to true Christians goods you’ve brought 

to Him and these goods will be seen as offered unto him directly 

.Verse 19 of our text confirms the consequence attached to the gifts of 

every  Philippians Christian to Apostle Paul, that is, GOD meets all the 

needs of the giver. Providing to all needs means GOD prospers him. 

We shall be examining in detail this prosperity. 

 

Now we’ve understood that the main stake of Tithes and Offerings is 

Prosperity of the Christian. This prosperity has a consequence on the 

move of the world for prosperous Christians rule the world while 

Christians who do not prosper are Lucifer’s slaves in the world, waiting 

with pain and groan the rapture. Let’s lay emphasis on the fact that 



when we offer to GOD, He opens an account for me and fills it with 

spiritual wealth. 

 

Ephesians 1;3 reads : “ Praise be to the GOD and father of our 

Lord JESUS-CHRIST, who has blessed us in the heavenly realms 

with every spiritual blessings in Christ.” 

The word of GOD quoted here is clear. It asserts what GOD does for 
the faithful Christians .He credits with spiritual riches the accounts 
Christians hold in heavenly places. Because we’ve understood that the 
main stake behind tithes and offerings is prosperity, let’s appreciate 
what prosperity is all about. In fact, it’s only when we really 
understand what prosperity is, its nature, the various means to 
achieve it, that we’ll be able to know where the TRUTH 
concerning Tithes and Offerings abides. 

Let’s consider the case of a journey to Diré Dawa I talked about .It 

won’t be possible for you to travel there if you don’t know where 

you’re going. 

 

Once you know you’re going to Diré Dawa, it will be easy for you to 

choose the right way. If the road is of ground, you surely may agree 

that a 4 wheel drive is more suitable for the purpose than a little 

tourism car. You’ll also need a driver who reads and speak the Amharic 

language because the road signboards are written in a language 

unknown to you. Knowing the final destination which is Diré Dawa 

helps you to define the best way that will enable you to drive to the 

place. In the same way, a good understanding of the TRUTH 

concerning prosperity helps to better understand the TRUTH on the 

gifts I offer GOD and which are the means I rely upon to reach out 

prosperity. 

 



Let’s now tackle the stake of prosperity to better understand what it is, 

for the three pyramids of CONSTANTIN have filled the world with lies 

on the topic. These lies are so much spread out that Christians tend to 

be the tail instead of being the head as the BIBLE says. Because the 

pyramids of CONSTANTIN have compelled them to be the tail, many 

Christians comfort themselves by claiming that there are not of this 

world. Absolute aberration for it is clearly established in the BIBLE that 

we are the real owners of this world which is our real farm, because 

GOD who is the creator of this world has established us as his only 

heirs. The time has come to rule over Lucifer thanks to a return to the 

TRUTH..O yes, we clearly repeat that we must go back to the Truth 

because our main goal is the conquest of the control and ruling of this 

world. 

 

It is quite important for us to let Lucifer know that we really 

know our objectives and let him begin to shiver even before we 

finish crossing on one’s feet Jordan tumultuous waters. The 

objective of controlling and ruling the world is a GOD imposed 

obligation and, as far as we’ll fail to realise this objective it will 

be Lucifer the usurpator who will impose to us to live as 

unbelievers whereas we are Christians and appointed to live a 

victorious life. 

 

Corruption and bribe have become our portion. I bribe the 

policeman and custom officer when I have to withdraw my car 

from the customs, import goods; I corrupt university 

authorities for my child to be admitted into the Faculty of 

biomedical sciences; I keep obliging attitudes in front of lodges 

of darkness when I preach ,frightened as I am by the fact that 



a world network of informal and dark covenant will rise against 

me; no comment on frauds in presidential elections in Africa 

because the incumbent candidate is from my area. For sure 

village elites will exercise pressure upon me if I dare to preach 

against the frauds which destroy the nation and lead it into 

chaos ; no comment when western MPs practice homosexuality 

in their rites of initiation to darkness; no comment in front of 

the incredible tribalisation of the state and the government 

that leads to tragedy as it is the case in Rwanda; no single 

word in front of the fraudulent transfer of petrol income in 

Africa, because of the apparatchiks of the ruling party who 

every Sunday fill the offerings baskets ; bribes offered to 

taxation officer in order to cut down the taxes I ought to pay 

for my company I rule as a Christian; unceasing flattery 

towards lodges of darkness which happen to be the obligatory 

gateway to decisional posts; no single word when lodges of 

darkness that have wrapped the state and government 

unpredictably introduce astrology and black magic in school 

books pretending to teach African culture to children; absolute 

submission of young Christians to graphology, witchcraft and 

sorcery in the search of a job and you can name the rest ! 

All these perturbations of the world by Lucifer have been made 

possible because, for quite some centuries, we have forsaken 

the foundations of our power and authority which is in the 

TRUTH as written in the BIBLE. 

 

However, Lucifer, as the BIBLE says, has right for only fourthy two 

months and GOD needs brave men who are able to turn back and give 

strokes while Israel is abandoning the battle. In 2 Samuel 23,this is 



what Eleazar, son of Dodai did. While the men of Israel retreated, 

Eleazer stood his ground and stroke  down the Philistines till his hands 

grew tired and froze to the sword. At the end of the war, so much 

effort was needed in order to take the sword back out of the hand of 

Eleazer. This is also what shammah, son of Agée did as Israel fled 

from the Philistines. Schammah stood his ground alone in the middle 

of a field full of lentils and stroke the Philistines down. Like these men, 

let stand our ground and go back to the TRUTH 

What is then the TRUTH in the stake of prosperity? This is the topic of 

our next share. 

 

 

THE STAKE OF PROSPERITY 

 

Before getting to the topic of prosperity, we wish to first of all carry 

out an important precision. 

 

Listeners of many nations of the world have often heard us talking 

about the three harlots namely Babylon the great, OHOLIBA and 

OHOLA. Why then harlots and not prostitute men? 

 

This is simply because to help us understanding the nature of the 

relationship between GOD and the church, GOD has taken the example 

of marriage. GOD stands as the husband and offers the church the 

position of the spouse. In this perspective, GOD says this to man: “ 

what I feel when you are unfaithful to me is what a man feels when his 

wife is unfaithful to unto him ». that’s the only reason we take about 

harlots. In Hezekiah 23, 35 for instance, GOD says when a Christian 



disobeys, it is similar to a spouse who betrays the husband. It is 

therefore the best way to upset the husband and from this picture, we 

can easily understand the type of anger our disobedience in God’s 

heart. In the same way, chapters 23 and 24 of the book of Hezekiah 

state that when we abandon GOD to worship demons in the darkness, 

it is just a like a husband watching another man squeezing the breast 

of his beloved wife and having sexual intercourses with her on their 

marital bed. 

 

Assuredly many husbands are totally upset when they read these 

chapters of the BIBLE and this is exactly what GOD expects from us. 

GOD therefore utilises husband and wife to help us understand what 

the feels when we hold the BIBLE in the day and attend meeting the 

lodges of darkness at night. 

That’s why we also talk about the prostitutes when we explain the lies 

of the three religions pyramids which are Babylon the great, OHOLA 

and OHOLIBA. Talking of harlots is not that GOD is particularly 

opposed to women. GOD is not mad, and he knows that as far as sins 

are concerned, men sin as well as women. This precision done, let’s 

now tackle the topic of prosperity and let’s start by defining the types 

of prosperity. 

 

TYPES OF PROSPEERITY 

Let’s begin by appreciate the principle of obligatory offering which is 

an absolute rule to every priest of GOD. It is written in Hebrew 8, 3: 

 

“ Every priest is appointed to offer both gifts and sacrifices, 

and so it was necessary for this one also to have something to 

offer”. 



 

It is necessary that every Priest of GOD have gifts and sacrifices to 

offer to GOD. If you offer nothing you won’t be qualified to be a Priest. 

You are appointed by GOD to be a Priest because you offer to GOD 

goods of various nature. This principle of obligatory offerings states 

that we enter in GOD priesthood because we have things to offer to 

GOD. In short, you can’t be appointed GOD’s Priest if you have nothing 

to offer GOD. This principle is valid all trough generations and the High 

Priest Himself offered to GOD things of various nature, giving by so 

doing an example for us to follow. Abel and Cain understood that to be 

priests, they must offer to GOD. Noah, Abraham, Aaron, Samuel, New 

Testament Christians, every Priest offers to GOD various things in 

order to be qualified as Priest. 

 

Because I’ am compel to offer to GOD in order to become a priest, 

what will happen if I offer goods to GOD on a spiritual bases ? The 

answer is simple: I will prosper. We’ve seen in Philippians 4, 16-19 

that goods of different natures we bring to GOD are the mean which 

leads me to prosperity as well as the car, petrol and the driver that 

lead me to Dire Dawa. 

 

Among those who offered, let’s distinguish two categories. There are, 

on the one hand priests who prosper because they observed three 

important conditions: 

1stly, they offer to GOD things He asked for 

2ndly, they offer in the temple of GOD and on GOD’s Altar. 

3ndly, they offer according to GOD’s established rules of the TRUTH. 

 



This first category of Priests prosper because it is in the TRUTH they 

offered to GOD various goods. On the other hand, there is a second 

category of priests who did offer a lot of things to GOD and yet 

prospered not in their earthly pilgrim for the following reasons: 

- Things offered are not those request by GOD 

- Things were offered in a temple which is not from GOD, and 

were offered  on a strange altar. 

- Rules of the TRUTH as established by GOD are not respected. 

-  

In this second category of lost priests who offered to GOD in lies, that 

is, without any respect of the rules of truth established by GOD, we 

can name Cain, Nadab and Abihu, the two sons of Aaron, the sons of 

Koré in the wilderness, Ananias and Saphira in the New Testament, 

and unfortunately large crowds of sincere Christians imprisoned in the 

lies of the three religious pyramids of CONSTANTIN. This category 

offers a lot, however harvests a curse for it offers, according to rules 

that are opposed to the word of GOD. 

 

Born again Christian, let’s understand that when our gifts and 

sacrifices fail to respect God’s  word prescriptions, we harvest 

curses and we never prosper: and it is of no use to pretend 

when we’ve gone astray, for God’s will is clearly written in the 

BIBLE and it is up to everyone to choose to trust either the 

BIBLE or the gossips of CONSTANTIN Pyramids. 

 

As Hebrew 8,3 just taught us, we born again Christians are priests of 

GOD, for we necessarily have something to offer to GOD. But as 

priests, we should pay attention to what we offer and make sure we 

offer nothing else than what the Lord is expecting from us in line with 



His rules. If we fail to do so, we may offer a lot and yet prosper not. It 

is within the principle of the integrity of the offering which states that 

it is in the TRUTH, that is in line with God’s will that I offer goods of 

different natures to GOD. If my offering is righteous, that is, 

performed according to the TRUTH, then I will prosper. If it is the 

contrary, I prosper not, for I have acted like Cain, Nadab, Abihu, 

Ananias and Saphira or as the sons of Koré. 

 

If I refrain myself to offer, I cease to be a priest, according to the 

principle of obligatory offerings as we saw in Hebrew 8:3 which states 

that every GOD’s Priests ought to bring goods of various natures to 

GOD. We have clearly understood the principle of obligatory offering 

that goes with every priest and the principle of integrity of the offering 

which states that in order to prosper, I must give to GOD in TRUTH, 

that is by respecting the rules of offerings as established by GOD in 

the BIBLE. 

 

Let’s tackle the types of prosperity. 

There are two types of prosperity, namely the fundamental prosperity 

and the secondary prosperity. Fundamental prosperity is spiritual. It 

gives birth to secondary prosperity. Secondary prosperity is a 

consequence of fundamental prosperity. It comes from the spiritual 

prosperity and is natural because it is timely and limited within the 

space. 

 

Fundamental prosperity which is the prosperity of the soul is spiritual 

and is not limited neither in space nor in time. As a matter of 

consequence, one can transmit his spiritual prosperity to an unlimited 

number of spiritual heirs. That’s why spiritual prosperity which is 



invisible is transmitted to thousand generations of spiritual heirs 

whereas secondary prosperity which is visible is temporal. 

2Corinthians 4 : 18 teaches us that invisible things are eternal 

meanwhile visible things are short-lived. 

 

Unfortunately, Satan has access to your spiritual account once you 

commune with the spirit of darkness. Once you enter a fellowship with 

spirits of darkness, Lucifer who is by essence the thief, obtains 

automatically the right to get to your spiritual account. N doubt 

Christians will say, to be candid, that they have not made any 

covenant with the devil and consequently, their riches are protected. 

Wrong ! Christians with accounts hermetically closed to Satan are 

scarce. In fact, in who abides the HOLY SPIRIT? In the born again 

Christian. In who abides the spirit of darkness? In false Christians and 

fake pastors disguised in minister of justice, in every type of wizard 

and witch, in Lucifer ministers living with us in the world. Just imagine 

a born again Christian moving hand into hand with unknown persons. 

In Africa, this is called “MARCH FOR JESUS”. Such a march is of a 

great rejoicing to Lucifer, for it brings together crowds of sincere 

Christians to spiritually commune with vampires, fake pastors and 

Satan therefore finds in a suitable occasion to steal spiritual wealth of 

Christians. In the midst of these ecumenical gatherings Satan literally 

and freely carries out his assignment and fills his baskets with our 

spiritual wealth. 

 

On Sunday, about a thousand of people are gathered in a stony temple 

and all of the sudden, OHOLIBA the harlot begins speaking in tongues 

and there is no interpretation. People are henceforth in communion 

with spirit of darkness and Satan takes advantage to penetrate your 



accounts and steal your spiritual wealth. The only way to forbid access 

to Lucifer into our spiritual riches is by going back to House Assemblies 

where people are intimately related one to another. It is not in vain 

that the BIBLE talks of house assemblies. 

 

In 2 Corinthians 6 :14-1, GOD abundantly explains that when we 

commune with fake Christians, vampires who do not repent and  fake 

pastors, we are directly placed under Satan’s yoke. In this respect, 

Satan tells GOD we are under his yoke; we are his slaves and this 

therefore confers him the right to enter our spiritual account and steal 

our spiritual wealth. That’s why GOD insists in verse 17 appealing us 

to come out and separate from them. We hereby begin to understand 

why some Christians tend to accuse GOD claiming “GOD has revealed 

to me several times a number of blessings he will grant me yet I’ve 

seen no accomplishment.” Fools you are! Do you think GOD is a liar? 

May GOD be true and every man be a liar ! 

 

GOD in his faithfulness has put in your account spiritual riches which 

will produce material blessings He promised you. The only problem is 

that you spend your time singing in a choir with witches and wizards 

and Satan happily places upon you his yoke. You become his slave and 

he fetches every of your spiritual wealth. GOD could not be guilty if 

Satan has deprived from your wealth. Of course, born again Christians 

are often absent-minded when they read their BIBLE. Satan is a thief 

and it is the born again Christian, GOD’s heir who is the owner of the 

world. Let me ask Christians a question. Who does Lucifer the thief 

steal? Even a 8 years old child could give the correct answer. It is the 

owner of the world Satan steals, for he owns nothing. 



Born again Christians, do you wish to maintain your spiritual wealth in 

your heavenly account? Then go back to House assemblies. 

 

But why is Satan so attached to our spiritual wealth? This question 

leads us into the second type of prosperity which is natural prosperity. 

 

Once GOD has gathered spiritual wealth in the heavenly Christian 

account, these ones create prosperity on a secular plan including 

physical health, financial health in terms of silver and gold, political 

power, intellectual power, success in any endeavour to name a few. 

 

As a matter of example, when Potiphar the pagan appointed Joseph 

the Hebrew head of his house, Joseph’s spiritual riches activated a 

shower of blessings on Potiphar’s household. Once Laban the pagan 

Aramean and worshipper of the Teraphim appointed Jacob the Hebrew 

over his flocks, Jacob’s spiritual and invisible riches activated a rain of 

natural blessings which came down on Laban’s flock and finally ends 

up in a supernatural multiplication of his flock. As we see, spiritual 

riches which GOD places in our accounts enhances, on the secular 

plan, multiplication of silver and gold, of success in earthly 

endeavours. That’s the reason why Satan is so greedy as far our 

spiritual wealth is concerned. Physical health, gold, silver, political 

power, intellectual power issued from the spiritual world that is our 

spiritual wealth, that’s what motivate Satan to establish every sorts of 

spiritual fellowship with Christians. 

 

GOD says “gold and silver belong to me.” 

 



Do born again Christians who are said to be GOD unique heirs, possess 

this money ? No, they don’t. And if it is the case, who then owns this 

money? The process is quite simple. 

 

GOD start by filling in the sincere Christian account who is committed 

diligently to seek God’s will and walk in the fear of the Lord. But at the 

end of the week, he/she finds himself or herself in a vast choir of 

OHOLIBA with some thirty members among which four vampires and 

three members of a darkness lodge. Immediately, Satan takes 

advantage of this spiritual fellowship, gets rightly into the accounts of 

the Christian and spoils the spiritual riches GOD has provided. These 

riches then produce silver and Gold yet confiscated into Satan hands. 

 

For sure, GOD says if you are a faithful priest, you shall be the head 

and not the tail. Has GOD lied? Of course no. However, at the world 

scale, the born again Christian is the tail in the field of politics, 

economy and sciences. Very often, the lost Christian wanders in 

spiritism, claiming that he is not of the world. 

 

Fool. Do you pretend to be more spiritual than GOD? GOD clearly talks 
of being the head in earthly things and it is really in the world that 
JESUS-CHRIST is coming soon to reign for one thousand years with 
Jerusalem as Capital. 

 

Let’s open our BIBLE to better understand. 3 John 1: 1-2 

“The elder, to my dear friend gains, whom I love in the truth. 

Dear friend, I pray that you may enjoy good health and that all 

may go well with you as your soul is getting along well.” 

 



The verses we just quote reveal that the prosperity of the soul comes 
first. It is when my soul has prospered that this gives birth to good 
health and all type of prosperities, that is, in economy, in creation of 
companies, scientific research as well as whatsoever natural domain. 

 

Fundamental prosperity, in search of which is the wise man and GOD 

fearer, is the prosperity of the soul which has a spiritual nature. It is 

this spiritual prosperity that gives birth to the other forms of 

prosperities the Christian enjoys in the visible world. 

 

It is therefore of a real concern to focuses first of all on fundamental 

prosperity which is spiritual. Let’s attempt a deep definition of what it 

is. Once in the position of a priest, I offer to GOD various gifts 

following God’s established rules, GOD opens in his bank as we saw in 

Philippians 4:16-19, an account to me and fill in spiritual riches 

which activate realisation of natural prosperity on earth. That’s why 

Philippians 4:16-19 asserts that all the natural needs of Philippians 

who have brought various gifts to GOD were automatically met. 

 

Let’s halt a while to better understand this. 

 

The BIBLE says Satan is a thief. And a thief is he that takes away what 

does not belong to him. In the world, Satan can only steal from one 

person, the owner of the world. This owner is clearly identified in the 

BIBLE. He is the born again Christian, ambassador of the creator of the 

world and heir of the said creator. The question I had liked to ask born 

again Christian is: have you ever seen a gentleman called Lucifer 

coming to your house and taking away bank notes from your box ? No, 

Satan first of all seeks ways to deceive you and enter, into a fake 

spiritual fellowship with you, and it is this fellowship that grants him a 



legal access to your accounts in God’s bank. He thereby fetches and 

spoils the spiritual riches of your account and you automatically 

become the last in the natural plan instead of being the first as the 

WORD OF GOD declares. 

 

The BIBLE clearly shows us in that it is the trap of lies that gives to 

Satan the right of stealing our spiritual wealth in heavenly accounts.  

 

Let’s examine carefully 1 John 3: 1-2 

“ The Elder, to my dear friend Gaius, whom I love in the TRUTH. 

Dear friend I pray that you may enjoy good health and that 

may go well with you, even as your soul is getting along well. 

It gave me great joy to have some brothers come and tell about 

your faithfulness to the truth and how you continue to walk in 

the truth.” 

 

With real prophetic eyes, apostle John, who is also a GOD’s Prophet, 

prophesises upon Gaius an absolute and complete prosperity and adds 

that this prosperity is unavoidable, for Gaius soul had already 

prospered. And because Gaius soul had already prospered, John the 

prophet, with spiritual eyes foresees this prosperity which is spiritual 

and invisible. He comes to the conclusion that this spiritual prosperity 

will consequently enhance an absolute prosperity at all levels. His wish 

towards gains is not a mere canal wish, but a true prophecy, an 

assurance foreseen. Verse three explains the reason why Gaius has 

prospered spiritually: because of the TRUTH. Born again Christians, 

listen: Gaius prospers spiritually for a single reason : he bears 

TRUTH in him and he walks in the TRUTH. 

 



We henceforth begin to understand that false Constantan’s pyramids 
are more useful to Satan that whatsoever thing on earth. It is where 
Lucifer confines crowds of Christians in lies, build spiritual bridges that 
grant him access to our accounts in GOD’s bank and it is within these 
pyramids that Lucifer finds the unique opportunity to empty and spoil 
heavenly riches of true Christians and transfer them to his children in 
darkness. However, when the time to handle our spiritual wealth to his 
children comes, the devil will impose his satanic conditions. His so 
called “blessings” are always accompanied by satanic conditions to 
fulfil. 

 

The spiritual fellowship between genuine Christians and fake Christians 

held in the three religions pyramid of the world gives Lucifer access to 

our heavenly bank accounts and these pyramids are of course the jail 

in which Christendom is imprisoned and deprived by the world. The 

false unity in between born again Christians promoted by Lucifer offers 

a chance to Lucifer to steal and spoil our riches. 

 

Let’s insist once again in order to understand the nature of the 

prosperity of the soul that is genuine prosperity. 

 

My soul prospers when I’ am transformed in ever increasing glory into 
the likeness of GOD, and this transformation is performed through by 
the HOLY SPIRIT as I go along obeying GOD (2 Corinthians: 3-18) 

 

Fundamental prosperity is therefore made manifest once the nature of 

GOD is more and more rooted in me for I obey GOD. At the ultimate 

level of this transformation, GOD declares that we become God’s to 

pagan nations, that means pagan nations which do not know the true 

GOD, see in us the image of GOD, because we represent the only 

source of light for them. We become the sole decision markers on 

earth. 



The Christians who have prospered at the fundamental level have 

sought first the kingdom of GOD. By obedience to GOD, he had offered 

to GOD, goods of different natures, and God’s nature has completely 

wiped out the initial carnal nature. His heavenly bank account 

overflows with spiritual wealth which thus automatically activates an 

abundance of natural riches. Christians and their heir begin to prosper 

all along because their souls have just prospered. 

 

They prosper along well, that means in politics, in banking, in scientific 

research, in literature, in business. In fact, if Satan has successfully 

trapped Christians-for a while –the Christian is in a short ecumenical 

prayer in a temple of CONSTATIN, his spiritual riches will be stolen, 

and the natural wealth produced by spiritual riches Satan will be stolen 

thank to a spiritual link made possible by an ecumenical prayer, will 

finally be found in evil hands. That’s the great world commerce carried 

out by the three religions pyramids of CONSTATIN. 

 

Let’s now tackle the notion of heir. 

 

A priest that has prospered has too types of heirs: spiritual and natural 
heirs. Spiritual riches of the Christian account in God’s bank are 
handed from generation to generations to spiritual heirs and this last 
as long as Satan can not find a link or an opened door to steal this 
wealth. This transmission from generation to generation is made 
possible because spiritual wealth of a born again Christian are neither 
limited in time nor in space. However, natural wealth generated by 
spiritual riches of the Christian are transmitted are transmitted to 
spiritual and natural heirs as well. These natural wealth are limited in 
time and space. Furthermore, in some cases, spiritual riches of the 
Christian immediately activate natural riches, whereas in others, one 
has to wait for years or generations for his spiritual riches to bring 
forth natural riches. In addition, let underline the fact that when the 
spiritual riches of a Christian generate natural riches, the said Christian 



may not forcefully enjoy them. GOD may allow this Christian to obtain 
a part of these natural riches, but in general, GOD gives out the 
greater part of this natural wealth to spiritual and natural heirs of the 
said Christian. Most Christians may be amazed to hear that spiritual 
riches are turned into natural and visible wealth. Let me help you to 
understand that. Which is the greatest spiritual wealth? It is that 
without an equivalent. It is the LORD JESUS-CHRIST himself. Who 
came to redeem us on earth? It is GOD HIMSELF, first invisible and 
everlasting spiritual wealth who came and took the form of the flesh in 
a visible world in order to save us .At this juncture, we clearly 
understand that our spiritual riches in the heavenly accounts enhance 
natural riches that are visible on earth. 

Let’s go back to the BIBLE to examine a few cases of high priests that 

have prospered so as to illustrate the share we just had on the two 

types of prosperity. 

 

PROSPERITY  OF  PAUL  THE   APOSTLE 
 
Did this man of GOD really prosper? 

Of course YES! Apostle Paul’s account in GOD’s bank is full of spiritual 

wealth which generate in return natural riches. 

 

Did Paul, a well known servant of GOD prosper? Assuredly! Apostle 

Paul bank account into God’s bank is full of spiritual riches. These 

riches generate natural wealth. Physical health is an example of 

natural wealth. However, health as a natural wealth is not completely 

consumed by Paul. The greater part is consumed by Apostle Paul 

natural heirs that are crowds of sick persons that have been healed as 

they had a contact with him. In the midst of these healed ones, those 

who believed are spiritual heirs whereas those who believed not are 

natural heirs. 

 



It may happen that Apostle Paul suffered from a sickness which last till 

death. This is due to the fact that though physical health certainly 

proceeds from the spiritual wealth of the Apostle, it is not in priority 

destined to him. On the contrary, when a venomous serpent bites 

Apostle Paul, GOD directs a portion of the physical health towards him 

in order to quench the poison and keep the apostle alive. Born again 

Christians, let’s understand that natural riches generated by our 

spiritual riches are not destined to us. A great part of it is handled to 

our spiritual and natural heirs. Let’s stress on this aspect of the thing. 

How do the economical, political and social healing of a country take 

place? The answer is given in 2 Chronicles 7 : 14. GOD says if He 

finds Priests who repent, humble themselves and pray, so shall He 

heal the land. Then what does GOD heal the land from ? From 

economic misery, socio political tension, from wars and catastrophes, 

to name a few. 

Is the whole economic prosperity of a healed land exclusively found in 

the hands of high priests that have humbled themselves and prayed 

for the land? No of course, yet all the economic riches of a healed land 

are natural riches coming from spiritual wealth gathered by faithful 

high priests. Is the GOD given peace in the land GOD has healed 

exclusively reserved to priests? No of course. The whole land is 

beneficiary of the spiritual riches gathered by repenting priests who 

prayed for the land. In this respect, the whole people of the land are 

secular heirs of faithful priests whose spiritual riches have generated 

natural blessings in the whole land. 

 

THE PROSPERITY OF ABRAHAM 

 



Assuredly, no priest will prosper above Abraham, for he is the father of 

the faith. Let’s halt on this case to better illustrate the two types of 

prosperity. 

 

Abraham’s account into God’s bank is completely filled with spiritual 

riches. These spiritual wealth are handed over from Abraham to all 

faithful priests of GOD within generations. We are Abraham’s spiritual 

heirs. Abraham spiritual wealth generates natural riches. We can 

notice that a portion of these riches is created and made real in 

Abraham’s hands.  

 

That’s what Genesis 24: 35 says: 

 

“ The Lord blessed my master abundantly and he has become 

wealthy him given sheep and cattle, silver and gold, 

menservants and maidservants, and camels and donkeys.” 

 

Part of these natural riches generated by Abraham’s spiritual wealth is 

materialised thousands of years later in the form of petrol in Arabs 

hands for Abraham cried to GOD to also bless Ishmael though he was 

not a spiritual heir. So GOD, thousands of years later has turned into 

petrol deposits into the hands of Ishmael offspring. Ishmael and his 

descendants are natural heirs and share a portion of the benefits of 

Abraham’s spiritual riches. Though Abraham passed away without 

seeing this petrol, GOD had kept his WORD . In this respect, we clearly 

understand that centuries can pass away before our spiritual riches 

generate natural wealth in the hands of natural and spiritual heirs. 

 



Another part of the natural blessing issued from Abraham’s spiritual 

blessing is in the hands of native Jews who rule over economy, 

sciences and politics in the greater part of the world. Another portion 

of these natural wealth coming from Abraham spiritual riches is 

destined to born again Christians. 

However, at this level, there is an absolute confusion. OHOLIBA who 

pretends to be a spiritual woman though she is a harlot, unceasingly 

shouting halleluiah and talks of the HOLY GHOST, had told us 

previously that we have no right to natural riches. Think about this! A 

spiritual heir, asking himself whether he deserves the fruits of his 

spiritual heritage. I fact, if I spiritually prosper in Abraham faith, I shall 

necessary prosper all along, that means in various secular domains of 

life. GOD says “ prosper all along” meanwhile OHOLIBA says “it is only 

spiritual”. Oh Treacherous OHOLIBA ! 

 

 

THE PROSPERITY OF LOT 

 

This is a typical case of a priest who, after experiencing a phase of 

spiritual prosperity, has gone astray and lived with people of Sodom 

and Gomorra. As long as Lot walks on the steps of Abraham the father 

of faith, he prospers spiritually and as a matter of consequence, his 

spiritual riches generate abundant natural wealth for him. Lot flocks 

are of great number as Abraham’s. Unfortunately, these abundant 

natural riches created by Lot spiritual riches will lead him into 

perdition. He will establish himself in the midst of Sodom and 

Gomorra. It is the case of the new convert who filled with the joy of 

conversion, quickly rushes in a six thousands people temple locked in 

one of CONSTANTIN’s Pyramids. 



 

Very soon, Lot, the believer gets into a fellowship with Satan. He 

couldn’t do otherwise. His daughter even got married to men of Sodom 

and Gomorra. He struggles to live his life of faith in GOD in sadness, in 

the midst of a Satanic crowd with whom he communes spiritually to an 

extend that he gave them his daughters to marriage. In this 

perspective, Lot will soon lost the vision for he doesn’t recognise GOD 

when he saw the two angels that have come to destroy Sodom and 

Gomorra, meanwhile Abraham saw and recognize them. Finally, Lot 

whose spiritual riches have been stolen by Satan, lost his flocks as well 

as his wife whose heart couldn’t quit Sodom. Incest gets in the family 

and Lot who is no more holder of a spiritual heritage is sentenced to 

slavery and extermination. 

 

Born again Christians, that’s what happens to us when we involve into 

spiritual fellowships with hundreds of unknown persons in Alexander 

SEVERE and CONSTANTIN Temples. 

 

THE PROSPERITY OF ELISHA 

 

Elisha is visibly a GOD priest who spent his time ruling the events. It is 

not the ungodly king of Israel who takes decisions. It is Elisha. But 

there is a phenomenon at the beginning of his reign: the hold of the 

mantle. When his master Elijah questions Elisha on his will, he asks 

not for futile things, for natural things. As a wise man, Elisha knows 

that he who is spiritually wealthy rules the natural world. He therefore 

asks for all spiritual riches gathered into Elijah bank account. Behold a 

wise son who takes hold of his father bank account. The continuation 

is a succession of spectacular miracles, a life full of glory and honour. 



The spiritual wealth he got from Elijah have generated this wonderful 

reign for Elisha. Are you in debts? Elisha the banker pays your debts in 

a miraculous way. Is your hammer sullies in the depth of the see? No 

problem. Elisha the hydrodynamic engineer is there to bring it at the 

surface. Is the Syrian army launching strategy to attack? No problem 

Elisha the Chief General will unveil to the Israelite army the secret 

strategies of Syrian forces. Any case of leper? Go to Elisha the MD. He 

knows to surprisingly heals leper. 

Nevertheless, there is a striking thing throughout the reign of Elisha. 

Natural riches that are produced by spiritual riches Elisha bears in him 

are scarcely profitable to Elisha himself. These natural riches are 

generally turned to others. 

What kills Elisha? A sickness as it could have been the case with any 

ordinary citizen? GOD didn’t turn towards Elisha healing proceeding 

from Elisha spiritual riches. After healing the sicks, Elisha dies of 

sickness. But the stony is not over. Years after Elisha death, the 

corpse of a man is accidentally thrown on Elisha bones. Once this 

corpse got into contact with Elisha bones, the corpse came back to life. 

See how far even bones of Elisha who died years ago continue to 

transmit riches coming from Elisha. Though Elisha didn’t come out 

from the gave, his bones brought back a dead to life. 

 

Some genuine Christians give enormous quantities of silver and gold to 

natural and spiritual heirs meanwhile these same Christians lack 

money. You don’t get it ? Let read the scripture! 

 

A crowd of thousands of people is gathered, listening to Jesus. After 

having preached for a long moment, he suddenly turns toward the 

disciple and says. Give them yourself food to eat. You can understand 



the confusion which follows in the midst of disciples who are yet to 

have the understanding of the TRUTH. GOD has seen the accounts of 

the disciples and he knows that there is, in their accounts, spiritual 

riches which can create food for the crowd (MK 6: 30-44 and MK 8: 1-

10) GOD wasn’t joking. He is serious when he asks the disciples to 

give food to the crowd. In fact, GOD is just saying to them that though 

your eyes do not see, you somewhere have what to feed this crowd 

with. Contrary to the disciples who have not yet understood that they 

are holders of spiritual riches capable of creating great natural riches, 

Apostle Paul a mature man of GOD declares in 2 Corinthians 6: 10 

that “we are poor yet making many rich; having nothing and 

yet possessing everything”. Are Silver and gold found in the 

expression “ everything” ?  Of course, yes. As astounding as it seems 

to be for a human spirit, the born again Christian that has spiritually 

prospered has in his account spiritual riches which can generate 

abundant natural wealth for his natural and spiritual heirs. It doesn’t 

matter whether the said Christian looks poor. This poverty might be 

apparent. Assuredly, he has the necessary means to feed five 

thousand persons. What goes on in the practice is that this Christian, 

as a lamb, thrice a week goes in a temple of CONSTANTIN to pray and 

sing along side with two thousands of people, among which are many 

sons of darkness. It is within the framework of this fake fellowship 

Satan really likes that Mr Christian gives way to Lucifer to steal in his 

spiritual account, his treasures. For this to come to an end, we must 

go back to house assemblies. 

 

Let’s now examine the blessings of Isaac upon his children. Genesis 

27: 37 reads: “ Isaac answered Esau, “ I have made him lord 

over you and have made all his relatives his servants, and I 



have sustained him with grain and new wine. So, what can I 

possibly do for you, my son ?” Does Isaac have in his hands grain 

and wine as he talks? No of course. Whereas his certainty is absolute. 

He declares he has given Jacob piles of grain and hundred of litres of 

wine. As a spiritual man, he knows there is in his bank account in 

God’s house, abundant spiritual riches which will later produce natural 

riches in great quantity for Jacob. In order to generate natural wealth, 

one first of all needs to have spiritual riches. Even Lucifer ought to 

steal spiritual riches from Christians before turning them into natural 

wealth for the soldiers of darkness. Before giving out these riches to 

his soldiers, Satan will naturally bind them in Satanic conditions that 

vary according to the scale of his craftiness. While coming to a 

conclusion on the two types of prosperity we’ve studied, the principle 

of offering obligation which states that to be qualified as a priest of 

GOD, one must offer to GOD “ goods” of various natures. We also 

learned that these “goods” of different natures I offer to GOD are 

adequate means through which I achieve prosperity for when I offer, 

GOD opens in his bank an account for me and fills it with spiritual 

riches. These spiritual riches generate natural wealth for my natural 

and spiritual heirs. This transformation of spiritual riches into natural 

riches can be a short term realisation or can be effective after years or 

even centuries. Only a portion of my natural riches generated by my 

spiritual riches returns to me. We also learned that Lucifer can have 

access to our heavenly bank account if I dare to go into a spiritual 

fellowship will him through false Christian ok fake God’s servants. 

Above all, let’s not follow OHOLIBA who likes to pretend that she is 

spiritual, yet she is a mere harlot. She will pretend she doesn’t 

understand how can spiritual riches be turned into natural and visible 

wealth. If we listen to this criminal, she will soon whisper to our ears 



that it is not possible that GOD who is invisible has descended on the 

earth in form of visible flesh. As for her senior sister OHOLA, she no 

more wants to hear about the HOLY SPIRIT, and her sole dream is to 

lead all the Christian to a giant session of world fornication with her 

mother, Babylon the great, in the midst of candle lights and vapours of 

incense. 

 

Is brother Kazadi who lacks money and has a poor health necessarily a 

rebel against GOD? We said we can find possible answers to this 

question. 

 

Firstly, this Christian may have spiritually prospered and has gathered 

spiritual riches which brought money and health to numerous spiritual 

and natural heirs meanwhile Kazadi himself seems to have neither 

money nor physical heath. Spiritual new deal of the land, may be 

coming from Kazadi. Economic and political power owned by other 

Christians of the country may be coming from Kazadi’s spiritual riches 

and prayers. 

 

Secondly,  Kazadi must have prospered spiritually, however, shut 

away in a temple full of wizards, he has regularly and spiritually 

communed with false Christians and Satan has taken advantage of this 

fake spiritual fellowship to steal all the riches of Kazadi. 

 

Thirdly, Kazadi might effectively be a rebel, a priest non approved by 

GOD. The question thereby is to know what I ought to offer to GOD be 

a qualified GOD’s Priest. As for me, I’ve well understood my goal which 

is prosperity. But, to prosper, I must offer to GOD and in 

righteousness, goods of various natures, I mean, I must be a priest 



and obey to GOD established rules. Which instruments lead me to 

prosperity? It is just like the traveller who knows he is going to Dire 

Dawa. He now needs specific means to reach his destination. That’s 

the topic of our next share. 

 

WHAT MUST I OFFER TO GOD TO BE QUALIFED 

AS A PRIEST ? 

 

In order to prosper, I must offer “goods” of various nature to GOD, 

according to his established rules. Bringing such goods of various 

natures me a GOD’s  high priests. Nevertheless, there are two 

categories of high priests. 

On the hand, righteous priests who prosper for they offer to GOD in 

truth, that is, is following strictly the biblical rules established by GOD. 

Those priests spiritually prosper, in other, words, the HOLY GHOST 

transform them from a level of glory to another at GOD’s image. 

GOD’s nature progressively overwhelms them and their spiritual 

accounts in GOD’s bank are unceasingly filled with spiritual riches 

which generate in return abundant natural wealth destined to natural 

and spiritual heirs. 

 

On the other hand, there are also lost priests who have gone astray 

and stood far from the truth and who harvest curses instead of 

prosperity because they bring offerings to GOD, not according to the 

TRUTH, that is? not following GOD’s established rules. 

 

We will be examining these items in two steps. Let’s start by 

examining the nature of the various goods we must offer to GOD in 

order to be qualified as GOD’s Priests. Then we’ll be appreciating the 



rules to be followed in TRUTH, that is in integrity, for prosperity sake. 

If we aspire to become GOD’s Priests, we must follow the steps of the 

sovereign  high priest himself, by virtue of the principle of similarity in 

John 5:19 with states that: 

“ JESUS gave them this answer I tell you the truth, the Son  can 

do nothing by himself; he can do only what he sees the father 

doing, because whatever the father does the son also does.” 

 

It is clear; if we aspire to be priests, we must simply do what 

the sovereign high priest does. As a high priest, the Lord 

JESUS-CHRIST himself offered “goods” of various natures so as 

to show us the, example of whatever we ought to offer to GOD 

to become his priests. 

 

Let’s now examine the “goods” of different natures offered by the 

sovereign high priest that is JESUS-CHRIST. The whole mystery of 

prosperity is revealed at Golgotha. Let’s examine here what 

happens at Golgotha to clearly understand the prosperity of the 

righteous priest or the curse of the priest who offers, according to lie. 

The most visible thing at Golgotha is the cross of the Lord JESUS-

CHRIST. This cross is made off a vertical branch and a horizontal 

branch. This means the high priest offers things to GOD following the 

vertical branch of the cross and He also offers things to men following 

the horizontal branch of the cross. 

 

Another fact at Golgotha is the effective presence of two thieves. One 

who repents as obtains forgiveness and everlasting life, another who 

mocks at the Lord and goes to eternal perdition. The lake of fire and 

suffer is his final destination. In between these two men is the Lord 



JESUS-CHRIST the completely separates the two bandits and the soul 

of the thief on his right prospers because he completely dissociates 

from his companion. GOD is hereby addressing born again Christians 

who, candid as they are, continue to think they will prosper while 

continuing to spiritually fellowship with crowds of false Christians and 

fake pastors in the temples of Babylon the great, of OHOLA and 

OHOLIBA. We must absolutely separate from the temples of Alexander 

SEVERE and CONSTANTIN. 

 

Wheat and weeds are mixed up in the world and not in JESUS-CHRIST 

spiritual body which is the church. Each of the two thieves well carried 

his cross and followed the Lord JESUS-CHRIST up to Golgotha. But 

once at Golgotha one of them mocked at GOD. This bandit that have 

carried his cross and followed Christ with zeal up to Golgotha but 

finally mocked at GOD is in the image of vampires, witches and 

wizards, fake pastors who organise every type of rallies and preaching 

whiles hiding their spirit of witchcraft in themselves. They will never 

confess that they are sorcerers or vampires. Though they are zealous 

as well as genuine Christians for worship, preaching, evangelisation, 

they carefully hide from ignorant their nocturnal astral projections and 

their registration number to lodges and darkness. Now, what can the 

born again Christian do in order to avoid fellowship with such a thief 

apparently zealous who mocks at GOD? He must flee from such person 

and go back to the house assembly. It is an unavoidable condition to 

start spiritual prosperity. Sanctification first of all means set apart, 

separated from the darkness. 

 

Usually, I feel a particular joy flowing in my heart when God’s servants 

from the west move to Africa to preach GOD’s WORD. Let’s underline 



that a handful of them are genuine spiritual fathers of the church, and 

some of them have been authors of writings and development of our 

African tongues. But recently, my spirit however was grieved as one of 

the great preachers of the world launched a series of messages 

throughout Africa via TV. In fact, the main theme was love, for the 

time for the two religions pyramids of CONSTANTIN  to unite has 

come. Having noticed that my spirit was getting exasperated within 

me at a moment I was to rejoice, I started research in achieves of the 

U.S. What did I found ? Our eighty years old man preaching love 

through out the world, is initiated up to the 33rd degree of one of 

these satanic lodges which pretend to rule the world. Just imagine 

crowds of sincere Christians spiritually communing with our 80 years 

old man base in the Unite States of America. Some brethren in 

CHRIST-JESUS, exasperated by the manipulation of our minister of 

love, have even given off an alert to U.S by publishing the number and 

the address of the lodge of our international preacher. 

 

Born again Christians, we saw at the cross of Golgotha  a bandit who 

mocked at the Lord JESUS-CHRIST. Separate from him, so as to 

prosper all along as your soul prosper. If you continue to fellowship 

with this thief, you will neither prosper in economy, in politics, 

intellectually nor in whatsoever domain. You will always be the tail 

because Satan will permanently draw from your spiritual wealth. 

Having explained the necessity of separating with soldiers of darkness 

who pretend to be Christians as well as Lucifer who disguises in angel 

of light, let’s tackle “the goods” or things GOD requests us to offer him 

in order to prosper. Which are the “goods” of different kinds offered by 

JESUS-CHRIST the high priest? 

 



Once I’ am separated from the thief that mocks at the Lord JESUS-

CHRIST, that is fake Christians and wizards disguised into “ pastors”, I 

must offer to GOD in TRUTH, five things of different natures in view of 

my spiritual prosperity. In addition to that, as long as I prosper 

spiritually, my spiritual riches will make me prosper all along, that 

means in every aspect of the secular life. Because the slave is not 

bigger than this master, we are simply going to offer to GOD and men 

what the Lord JESUS-CHRIST, offered to GOD and men for it is written 

“the son does whatsoever he seen the father doing”. The priest being 

the son of the sovereign high priest who is  JESUS-CHRIST, must do 

like his father. 

 

THE FIRST THING TO OFFER 
 

In the framework of his ministry as high priest, JESUS, offered himself 

on the cross at Golgotha. He offered himself on the cross as a victim 

slaughtered on the cross for our atonement. The BIBLE says as a 

matter of fact that the wages of sin is death. In this respect, there is 

no possible, atonement is blood is not shed. As the lamb that was 

slain, JESUS-CHRIST offering himself to GOD as the victim to slaughter 

for ours. At the same time, he offered himself to men, that is, he 

offered his body and blood to men so whosoever may eat his flesh and 

drink his blood shall have eternal life. Wizard and witches of all 

countries, stop eating the flesh and drinking the blood of your 

neighbours. By faith, drink instead the blood of JESUS and eat his flesh 

which deliver you once for all and grant you eternal life. This offering 

made to GOD at Golgotha leads us to a simple conclusion concerning 

prosperity. As born again Christian, I must offer myself to GOD and 

then to men. 



 

I must offer my body GOD  to be the temple where GOD  abides. Then 

I shall offer my body to men as a temple bearing God’s altar upon 

which men should place their offerings in order to obtain GOD 

blessings. I’ am therefore the temple where GOD abides and I bear 

within myself GOD’s Altar. If an inhabitant of the earth wants to offer a 

gift to GOD, I must be a qualified temple for GOD, so GOD will order 

this person to deposit his offering on the altar which is in me, the born 

again Christian. The question at the this juncture is how should I offer 

myself to men just as the High Priest did? This can be done in two 

steps. 

 

Firstly, if I am not yet a born again Christian, I must confess my sins 

in a prayer of repentance to JESUS-CHRIST and say unto thee “ come 

and take hold of my life”. I can do this alone in my bedroom. Then I 

must look for a genuine Christian to take me to water for baptism. 

Then I will also pray and ask GOD his HOLY SPIRIT. Once I’ am 

baptised in water and filled with the HOLY SPIRIT, behold I am born 

again. I have become God’s temple and  GOD abides in me and I am 

born again. But the second step remains, for I have to remain a 

qualified temple into which men will deposit offering destined to GOD. 

In this respect, the BIBLE indicates two main sources of filthiness I 

must flee from. If I successfully flee from these two sources of 

filthiness, I remain a qualified temple and wealth comes to me. Theses 

two sources of filthiness in question are sex and tongue. 

 

When I have an unauthorised sexual intercourse, my body becomes 

one with the body of my sin partner. If my sin partner is a witch / 

Wizard for instance, then GOD sees from now on, a Christian with 



body of vampire. At this moment, it is impossible to GOD to order 

visible wealth to be deposited on the vampire body I bear. In fact, 

once I have a sexual intercourse forbidden by GOD, the doors of my 

spiritual accounts are widely opened to Lucifer, the thief who instantly 

empties my spiritual riches. And from this moment, I’m completely 

made poor in the spiritual realm and in the natural realm, I can not 

prosper anyway. The worse thing is that, sex being a yoke, being 

involved into it requires a good and efficient deliverance. If you simply 

please yourself to confess such a sin, GOD may forgive, Satan still 

keep the full right to get into your account to draw and steal your 

spiritual wealth. One will hereby need a vigorous action of deliverance 

in order to cast out Satan the devourer. 

 

Warning to those who aspire to prosper: abstain steadfastly from any 

GOD forbidden sexual intercourse. It’s the best way to become what 

the BIBLE calls “an empty vessel” 

 

In fact, Satan knows it better than Christians themselves. And it is in 

view of stealing and spoiling abundant riches of the world that the 

encourages witches and wizards to multiply sexual intercourses with 

humans, and above all, to liberalise sexual misbehaviour throughout 

the  world. 

 

The second source of filthiness on witch GOD insists in my body is the 

tongue. Life and death are at the power of the tongue. I should 

carefully avoid my tongue to become a hindrance for my blessing. My 

tongue shall never speak against me. It is the best way of hindering 

my prosperity. avoid foolish expressions such as “ I’ am nothing”; “ I’ 

am the weak”; “ I’ am poor”; “I’ am overwhelmed”. Deliberately 



proclaim blessings words over me in the name of   JESUS-CHRIST “ I 

am rich in JESUS name” I can everything through he that strengthens 

me”, I am an absolute wise and intelligent people in JESUS name”, “ I 

drink the showers of heavens and eat the grease of the earth in JESUS 

mighty name”. To consecrate my tongue to GOD means I shall actively 

proclaim what I want GOD to do in my life. As my tongue has a GOD 

creative power, if I refuse to declare things, GOD will refuse to act for 

the sake of my prosperity. 

 

I must not spend time crying in front of GOD for troublesome 

situations. I must cultivate the habit of offering my tongue to GOD as 

an instrument of devoted to change times and circumstances. Does a 

hardship appear? I shout unto it: “ You hardship, get out of my sight 

and sink in bottomless pit in JESUS name.” 

 

Candid people as Babylon the great and OHOLIBA who do not want to 

hear about The HOLY GHOST will no doubt say that if GOD really 

intends to give one material wealth, he will do it, for nothing is 

impossible to him. Fools you are! GOD truly intends to save the whole 

world through the preaching of the Gospel. This Gospel is already, 

written in the BIBLE whereas, GOD urgently needs men and women to 

open their mouths and proclaim this Gospel all over the world. This is 

actually the same with prosperity. I must offer my tongue to GOD, 

that is, declaring all sorts of Biblical blessings upon me, knock out with 

all types of  biblical curses the different obstacles that are hindering 

my prosperity and above all, avoid evil words pronounced by my 

mouth, for they defile my body and make of my body a defiled altar 

unable to receive offerings destined to GOD . We will be sharing in 

detail on the use and misuse of the tongue as we tackle the Lord’s 



battles. The Tongue is also and more over, an instrument of spiritual 

fellowship. 

 

THE SECOND THING TO OFFER TO GOD 

 

Let’s appreciate JESUS attitudes. The Lord JESUS-CHRIST intercedes 
on the cross for the sins man committed; he interceded for the sins of 
his disciples when Satan reclaimed them and so to accuse them; he 
committed his soul to GOD at Golgotha; he gave thanks to GOD in 
prayers, he sang hymns to GOD, he praised and worshipped GOD in 
prayers, JESUS is himself the word of GOD and he instituted the holy 
communion. In short, the Lord JESUS-CHRIST offers in TRUTH a 
service unto the Lord, for we clearly find out here the different 
components of the service to the Lord, namely sacrifice for sin, 
sacrifice of consecration, sacrifice of fellowship and the holy 
communion. 

 

Born again Christians, we must offer a service to the Lord, according 

to the TRUTH. That’s one of the things a priest can offer for instance to 

the Lord. If we deliberately accept to be shut in CONSTANTAN 

pyramids, we will spend hundred of years without offering to GOD the 

true worship and as a matter of consequence, we won’t prosper. In a 

former share entitled “ Going back to the truth” we have clearly 

explained this. 

 

If every Sunday, we take part to a so called service unto the Lord, 

which brings unto Him “goods” different from what He is expecting, 

the consequence will be an absence of prosperity. The condition of 

prosperity consists in offering to GOD in TRUTH. As a matter of 

consequence, once we go back to the TRUE service unto the Lord, 

week after week, GOD pours down spiritual riches in our heavenly 



accounts, and that’s the beginning of spiritual prosperity which 

enhances in return material prosperity for our spiritual and natural 

heirs as well as ourselves. 

 

Born again Christians, let’s understand that wrong service unto the 

Lord into which the three Constantine pyramids take you every Sunday 

will never grant you spiritual prosperity and therefore, you shall never 

prosper on the secular plan in order to be the head of the world as the 

BIBLE 

 

Going back to House Assemblies, going back to the TRUTH, those are 

the first steps in the process of taking hold of the lead of the world. 

This is again an illustration which clearly shows us that the worship 

offered to GOD in the TRUTH enhances spiritual riches which later will 

transform these riches into natural wealth. 

 

Why are there on earth seeds, harvest, cold, heat, day and night? 

Genesis 8 :20-22 gives us the answer. Noah has just come out of the 

ark and as a wise man his first thought is to go back to the TRUE 

Service unto the Lord. Noah knows very well that the flood that has 

destroyed the world is due to the fact that fake believers have 

abandoned the TRUE GOD and the worship due to Him, to go and 

worship Satan and his demons. After few centuries of warning, GOD 

has destroyed every life on the surface of the earth, except Noah and 

his family. Once he gets out of the ark, Noah immediately starts by 

going back to the TRUE service unto GOD. He builds an Altar and 

offers upon it burnt offerings and holocausts. This service is offered 

according to the TRUTH- because the animals offered to GOD are pure 

– and therefore, this service activates a flood of spiritual prosperity. 



 

As GOD smelt the fragrance of this TRUE service unto Him, he opened 

to Noah an account and placed in, thanks to His Word, two great 

riches. These  riches were spiritual and invisible at the moment GOD 

put them into Noah’s account. 

 

The first wealth is described in verse 21 : life on earth shall never be 

destroyed as long as the earth shall exist. The second wealth is 

described in verse 22 : the seeds, cold and heat, summer and winter, 

day and night shall never come to and end as long as the earth shall 

exist. 

 

Let it be clear in our mind. At the time GOD is placing these riches into 

Noah account, there are absolutely invisible. At that particular 

moment, Noah has in front of him, the show of emptiness, of desert, 

of distress and corpses surrounding him. 

 

What happens thousands of years later? These two riches Noah 

obtained from GOD for having offered Him a service in the TRUTH, 

unceasingly produce natural riches destined to all generations of living 

souls of the earth. Every living soul on the surface of the earth is Noah 

natural heir and beneficiary of the natural riches coming from the two 

spiritual riches Noah obtained from GOD. 

 

How frightful may be the gossips of men, we know that there will be 

no catastrophe which can destroy the earth anymore, as long as the 

planet shall exist, and this will last until the final destruction of Gog 

and Magog. Whatsoever may be the agitations of ecologists and 

scientists on topics such as claws and hungry, we know that for Noah 



sake, seeds and harvest, summer and winter, heat and cold, day and 

night shall never end as long as the earth will continue to exist as a 

planet and this will last until the final destruction of Gog and Magog. 

 

THE THIRD  THING TO  OFFER  TO  GOD. 

 

In addition to the service offered to GOD, the Lord JESUS- CHRIST 

proclaimed GOD’s WORD to men throughout his earthly ministry. This 

has a direct consequence, unto the priest who longs to prosper as it is 

the case with the High priest. I must offer God’s WORD to the people if 

I want to prosper. When I offer GOD’s WORD to people, following by 

so doing the example of the high priest, who did this before me, so 

shall GOD rewards me by deposit abundant spiritual riches in my 

heavenly account. A precision is requested here. Though the BIBLE 

prevents women from teaching, a woman can suitably evangelise or 

prophesises for these ministerial gifts are opened to men as well as to 

women. Through evangelisation and prophecy, a woman can 

contribute to spray out GOD’s WORD to men and GOD places spiritual 

riches in her account. 

 

Let’s turn our BIBLE to the book of Daniel, Chapter 12 :3 

“ Those who are wise will shine like the brightness of the 

heavens, and those who lead many to righteousness, like the 

star for ever .” 

 

The word of GOD reveals in this portion we just red that those who 

teach righteousness, that is, those who share in the TRUTH the word 

of GOD with multitude, gather everlasting spiritual riches. They shine 

like stars, for as long as one shares and teaches the TRUTH to the 



nations of the world, he is transformed from glory to glory at GOD’s 

image. What is to be deduced here is that, if one teaches lies to the 

multitude, he shall be transformed from darkness into darkness at 

Lucifer’s image who is the father of all lies. This is what the BIBLE says 

about those who preach lies to the people of the earth.. 

 

Ephesians 5 : 6-7 reads : “ Let no one deceive you with empty 

words, for because of such things GOD’s wrath comes on those 

who are disobedient. Therefore do not be partners with them.” 

 

The BIBLE clearly asserts that all the rebels that spray all over the 

world unscriptural preaching in order to mislead the people and get 

them lost are sellers of vain speeches who harvest in return GOD’s 

wrath, that is, curse from GOD. Moreover, the BIBLE adds that I shall 

absolutely flee and separate from false preachers. I f I fail to do so, I 

will also receive a portion of GOD’s wrath destined to those rebels 

because I am in communion with them. 

 

Meanwhile, all over the world, crowds of sincere Christians continue to 

have spiritual fellowship with the three prostitutes, Babylon the great, 

OHOLA and OHOLIBA, specialists of lies and rebel against GOD’s 

WORD. For having commune with these three harlots, the whole 

Christianity of the world is under the stream roller of curse. That’s one 

of the reason why all over the world, Christianity tends to be the tail 

and not the head as the BIBLE says. A unique solution is given in verse 

7 of the text we just red : flee and separate from the three lying 

harlots who spray out useless speeches. 

 



Born again Christians, this is the thing we must offer unto men if we 

want to prosper: The Word of GOD. 

When we preach GOD’s WORD unto men and in TRUTH, GOD 

multiplies the spiritual riches in our heavenly account and, as a matter 

of consequence, we prosper all along as our soul prosper, and we go 

back on top of the world, onto the commandment of the world 

 

But what takes place in the three pyramids of Alexander SEVERE and 

CONSTANTIN ? Babylon the great prevent people from reading the 

BIBLE. Of course, if you don’t read and meditate GOD’s WORD, you 

can’t be able to share its TRUTHS with others. That’s what the old 

harlot, Babylon the great, who have been feeding Christians with 

incense for quite some centuries do. As for OHOLA, she no more 

acknowledges the HOLY SPIRIT. Meanwhile, it is only through the 

HOLY SPIRIT that we can preach the WORD of GOD in TRUTH. 

Therefore, we see crowds of sincere Christians who are unable to 

preach GOD’s WORD in TRUTH and unable to prosper. When the BIBLE 

shows the Lord Jesus- Christ getting into the Jordan’s water for his 

baptism, OHOLA declares and teaches that drops of water on the 

forehead of the candidate to baptism are enough. And Christians go 

round the world, repeating and practise this lie. OHOLIBA, the 

youngest of the three harlots talks of the HOLY SPIRIT while 

multiplying lies. She is the most dangerous of all and she hinders the 

blessings of sincere Christians by leading them to preach subtle lies. 

She says this to Christians: “Teach first the new convert before taking 

him to water baptism.” Then the Christian will go round teaching this 

lie coming from OHOLIBA. Whereas the BIBLE says that the young 

convert, as well as the eunuch in the Acts of apostles, is baptised as 

he confesses the Lord JESUS – CHRIST as saviour and  excitedly and 



joyfully continues his journey to Africa, yet he understands nothing 

from what he reads in The Word. 

 

Treacherous OHOLIBA, who puts lies in Christians mouths and prevent 

them from growing spiritually. Born again Christians, go back to what 

is written in the BIBLE. It is there you find the first step of spiritual 

prosperity for you in the natural plan. For whoever preaches lie 

crashes from darkness into darkness like Lucifer, the father of all lies. 

 

At this particular moment, the three harlots are organising all over the 

world a great reunification campaign under the theme “ Let’s put 

aside our doctrinal divisions and unite in love.” Born again 

Christians, please, follow strictly the doctrine which is written in the 

BIBLE and separate from false doctrines of the three harlots. Don’t 

give way to the seduction of the false preachers of love. There is no 

possible love between light and darkness. One loves in TRUTH. 

 

Let’s go back to autonomous House Assemblies led by bishops and 

deacons as it is written in the BIBLE. And if someone is called into one 

of these five ministerial gifts, Apostle, Prophet, Pastor, Evangelist or 

Doctor, let him discern the portion of the word he has received as 

inheritance, let him stand and exercise his ministry in the measure of 

the grace GOD granted him. 

 

THE FOURTH THING TO OFFER UNTO GOD 

 

Let continue to examine the various things the Lord JESUS- CHRIST 

offers to GOD or to men in order to deserve his quality of high priest. 



The Lord JESUS CHRIST offers to GOD throughout his earthly ministry, 

prayers of intercession.  Besides, since He has gone back to heavens 

and sit upon  the Throne as GOD, the Lord  JESUS-CHRIST continues 

to address unto Himself prayers of intercession for every born again 

Christian. The result of this is easy to understand. In fact, to be 

qualified as a Priest approved by GOD, that is for my soul to prosper, I 

must offer prayers of intercession for the sake of brothers and sisters 

in Christ- Jesus, as well as for all the other human beings. 

However, I must intercede in TRUTH for Christians and other human 

beings sake if I want to be a GOD approved Priest. If I intercede 

according to lie instead of TRUTH, I will harvest curse from GOD. 

Prayer of intercession is a good of great value I offer to GOD and 

consequently, if I do offer it in TRUTH, GOD will in return, deposit 

abundant spiritual riches in my heavenly account. So many Christians 

ignore GOD character. GOD is tirelessly longing at making friends 

among the men of the earth and once you involve yourself into 

intercession, GOD enters a friendship with you and this friendship is a 

great spiritual blessing. And above all, because GOD is particularly an 

open-minded friend, he ends up by let you know every of his plans.  

Does HE want to destroy a country through war?  He tells you about. 

Does he worry about the church? Behold, he comes to tell you about. 

You finally come to be informed on things and events of the church 

and of the world before they happen. At times, he will reveal unto you 

even harmless or insignificant things. He teaches you how to take care 

of great things and little ones as well. GOD who rules the move of 

galaxies millions time big as the earth also takes care of the good 

hearth of a single hair upon your head and he wants you to bear the 



same character. However, GOD strikes with curse whosoever 

intercedes, according to lie and not according to the TRUTH. 

Proverbs 15: 8-9 teaches us that « The Lord detests the sacrifice 

of the wicked, but the prayer of the upright pleases him”, and 

GOD adds that he loves who pursue righteousness. 

Prayer is a sacrifice by essence and this is how OHOLIBA the harlot 

who talks of the HOLY SPIRIT has thrown complete crowds of African 

Christians into curse, hindering by so doing prosperity of Christians 

and African nations. 

In most of our African countries in fact, dictators coming from 

darkness no more hide their submission to the world of darkness. 

Having sold their countries in every sort of Lucifer Ian pacts, they 

systematically export the riches of the sub-soil towards the lodges in 

foreign banks meanwhile millions of children are dying in the land 

because of lack of first aid care and flies in their procession are parts 

of the cities landscape. Once a so called satanic high ranked master 

goes in one of our cities, the local masters, thanks to taxes paid by 

citizen unfolds the red carpet for his great master. Who therefore are 

responsible of the blood of millions of children who are dying because 

of the absence of first aid assistance or of millions of lives of youths 

destroyed in prostitution and banditry for survival sake? OHOLIBA, the 

murderer surely has an answer to this question for, crafty  as she is, 

she makes the Christian responsible of all this blood shed. This is how 

she proceeds. In many African countries, OHOLIBA organises huge 

intercession campaigns under the theme “ Let’s pray for our heads 

of states to be blessed.” Criminal OHOLIBA! Whosoever builds the 

prophet tombs is in accord with he that has killed the prophet. And 

Christians forget the real meaning of this verse. This verse means 



whoever blesses the murderer is co-responsible with him, of all the 

blood shed. That’s how the satanic intercessions of OHOLIBA have 

imprisoned millions of sincere Christians in the yoke of curse. When 

GOD says I will rise and destroy these criminals who sheds blood, 

Satan answers saying: ”In fact Christians themselves agree with that, 

for they have put up their prayers of blessing upon all these crimes”. 

Finally, GOD finds himself obliged to destroy and wipe out the whole 

land. O! treacherous OHOLIBA! 

The BIBLE says “ be submitted to authorities” and instantly precise 

that we should be submitted to authorities that seek good and punish 

those who commit evil. But OHOLIBA, the incurable harlot calls for 

submission without precision. 

This is another intercession into which OHOLIBA attracts and occupies 

Christians everywhere in Africa. This false intercession brings millions 

of Africans into curse and hinders their spiritual blessings. 

The BIBLE says” the fruit of righteousness will be peace” as we 

can read in the book of ISAIAH, 32:17 “ the effect of 

righteousness will be quietness and confidence for ever.” 

What brings peace into a nation? The BIBLE is so precise in its answer 

: it is righteousness. What does OHOLIBA the criminal do? 

At the eve of every presidential election in Africa, you see her 

gathering crowds of Christians to call upon GOD’s mercy so as to have 

peace in the land. OHOLIBA is absolutely not preoccupied by the 

overflowing injustice invading our African countries. As an 

unimpeachable liar and unbeatable coward, she orders Christians to 

pray for peace. That’s false prayer that rather brings curse upon 



Christians. One should fast and pray for righteousness and not for 

peace. As a matter of fact, peace naturally comes as the fruit of an 

exiting righteousness. Criminal OHOLIBA! The numerous cries from 

here and there in Africa for peace in ecumenical prayers hold in 

Constantine pyramids bring curse instead. These false prayers have 

been absolutely unable to stop God’s wrath in Rwanda, in Democratic 

Republic of Congo, in Uganda, in Ivory-Coast, in Liberia, in Burundi, in 

Congo-Brazzaville and you can name the rest. 

Born again Christians, let’s quickly dissociate ourselves from false 

intercessions that bring upon us curse instead of blessing. In order to 

prosper, we must offer prayers of intercession to GOD; however, we 

must offer these prayers in TRUTH. 

This is an example of prayer that brings blessing and not curse. 

Balaam, though a prophet is once of a sudden tempted by the riches 

proposed to him by Balak, the pagan king. At the request of Balak, the 

pagan, Balaam the greedy prophet builds an altar and offers to GOD 

so much sacrifices aiming at flattering GOD to curse Israel. In fact, 

Balaam prayer is non-spiritual, for many centuries ago GOD gave to 

Abraham a spiritual heritage: 

“ He who curses you shall be cursed 

he who blesses you shall be blessed “ 

GOD henceforth rejects Balaam non-scriptural prayer, blesses Israel it 

hits Balaam with a curse. Numbers 31:8 teaches us thereby that 

Israel killed Balaam with the sword during the war against the 

madianites. What was Balaam doing in the midst of madianites, 

enemies of Israel ? He was certainly multiplying altars and sacrifices as 



he used  to do, in view of GOD blessing on the enemies of Israel. That 

was the tragic end of a prophet who has sunk into curse because of 

false intercession, because of non-spiritual prayers addressed to GOD. 

If Adolph Hitler is killing millions of people, OHOLIBA says to 

Christians: << Let’s pray GOD to grant Adolph Hitler wisdom. Let’s 

above all be submitted to Adolph Hitler for all power authority comes 

from GOD. Maybe Adolph Hitler will commit his life to JESUS .>> 

meanwhile, at this moment, unbelievers who instructively understand 

that Adolph Hitler is a Satan ambassador in the world and that we 

should disobey to this man. O criminal OHOLIBA whose father is 

Balaam ! 

GOD insists on the fact that we must submit to authorities who seek 

good, raise those who practice righteousness and punish those who 

commit evil. OHOLIBA says: let’s simply obey authorities. 

Perfidious OHOLIBA! As far as Babylon the great is concerned, she 

prevents Christians to pray. ”I’ve already written prayers for you in 

note books. You simply need to recite them! “, says the most old 

harlot of the world. OHOLA asks Christians to steadfastly pray for a 

simple request: reunification her mother Babylon the great so as to 

nullify all the reforms of Martin LUTHER. That’s why in USA, so called 

pastors of OHOLIBA and OHOLIBA openly preach saying: “ we have so 

much neglected GOD’s mother. She who bathed GOD, nursed him and 

even changed his diapers. She was the one supporting GOD when He 

did his first steps. How did it happen that we’ve become so thankless 

towards this woman who has worked so much?  We think Martin 

LUTHER has exaggerated with his reform”. 



Let’s go back to love instead of tearing each others with doctrinal 

questions.    That’s what the two harlots, OHOLIBA and OHOLA who 

are making ready the reunification of the world with their mother 

Babylon the great do. In 1Tim 2: 1-2, GOD requests us to pray for 

the kings and those in authority so as to enjoy, as Christians, a 

peaceful, calm, godly and honest life. But who are those kings and 

authorities? They are authorities and kings that earnestly seek good, 

punish those who commit evil and approve those who do good. 

However OHOLIBA never reads verses 3 to 4 of Romans chapter13, in 

which GOD stresses on the fact that these authorities mentioned 

above are those who rely to the law in order to punish evil and reward 

good. 

In many African regions, dictators have instaured the reign of 

corruption from the peak to the base of the state. They enter every 

type of covenant in view of privatising the state by dropping into 

mystic lodges of darkness and transfer the income of the land into 

foreign banks. Even Christians can no more drive peacefully their taxis 

without paying to policemen an informal tax or bringing in his goods 

without bribering the custom officer. And what does the perfidious 

OHOLIBA do henceforth? Coward and liar as she has always been, she 

says to Christians:” let’s bless the authorities for they come from GOD! 

” 

Because of OHOLIBA’s lies, Nigeria has happened to be at the eve of 

chaos, for all genuine Christians to understand at last that time has 

come to pray to GOD and say << we refuse to have the criminal Sani 

ABACHA at the head of the state and we pull him down in the name of 

JESUS CHRIST >>. The fact is that, Sani ABACHA had enough time to 

multiply his incredible crimes and destructions before Christians 



understood the vital need to forsake the foolish prayers of OHOLIBA 

which continuously blessed Sani ABACHA pretending that all authority 

comes from GOD. Because they were involved in false prayers blessing 

Sani ABACHA, many Nigerians Christians are nowadays counted 

among the poorest inhabitants of the planet, because their income has 

been transferred in foreign banks by Sani ABACHA. 

How then can we successfully reach out prosperity in regards with 

these three liars who imprison Christians in false prayers all over the 

world ? How to firmly get hold of the control and the ruling of Germany 

( for instance )when OHOLIBA prays for Adolf HITLER blessings 

because she pretends every authority comes from GOD ? 

 

THE FIFTH THING TO OFFER TO GOD 

Finally, we see JESUS offering wine to just married young persons at 

the Cana wedding, bread and fish to crowds in the midst of witch are 

genuine believers and pagans. This means that the pries being son of 

the high priest and appointed to do what he sees his father doing, 

must also offer earthly goods to his spiritual and natural heirs. Those 

who earthly goods are of various natures including gold, silver, food, 

clothes, houses, in short, every type of material  goods GOD has 

placed on the earth. It is within this category of natural goods offered 

to spiritual heirs that we classify liberalities, offerings and so called 

Tithes. But let underline the fact that the priest must be righteous 

when he offers such material goods to his heirs that is, according to 

the TRUTH as written in the BIBLE. If in the contrary, he offers these 

goods not according to the TRUTH, he will not be approved by GOD 

and because his soul will not prosper, he also will not prosper all 



along. Cain, Ananias and Saphira sons of Koré, Nadab and Abihu are 

examples of priests who offered goods to GOD according to lie and 

whose souls never prosper. 

We have well understood what are the causes of spiritual prosperity 

which is the mother of all types of prosperity on the secular plan. For 

me to spiritually prosper, that is for me to be transformed from glory 

into glory at GOD’s image, I must be a GOD approved Priest, that 

means I must offer in TRUTH  five categories of things to GOD as well 

as to men. Besides, I must separate from the thief that after having 

carried his cross painfully to follow the lord, mocks at the lord JESUS 

CHRIST once he comes to Golgotha. He is the vampire or the member 

of the lodge of darkness who once of the sudden declares he has 

abandoned the world, go into waters of baptism, apparently manifest 

that he has been baptised of the HOLY GHOST, spend his time 

preaching and even build temples as his father Tubal Cain whereas the 

remains a vampire. As we drink the blood of Jesus he secretly 

continues to drink human blood and to manipulate the spirits of men 

that hold in their hands a BIBLE. He mocks at Jesus for he will never 

expose and confess his dark nature so as receive the deliverance 

JESUS grants. Instead of confessing and receive JESUS in his heart he 

will rather carry out so many good actions for Jesus. 

Having being separated from this bandit and mocker, these are five 

categories of things I must necessary offer to GOD and men: 

•  The service to the Lord I must offer to GOD is in TRUTH ; 

• The word of GOD I must offer to men in TRUTH ; 

• Intercession I must offer  in the TRUTH for Christians and 

other human beings sake 



• My body I must offer to GOD as a qualified temple, abstaining 

myself from every sexual intercourse forbidden by GOD; and 

by using my tongue for the purpose of war; 

•  Earthly things I must offer in the TRUTH to my spiritual and 

natural heirs. 

If I dare to offer to GOD an non-spiritual service, there will be no 

spiritual prosperity and without these spiritual riches I shall not 

prosper into things of the natural world. Let’s then go back to the 

real services unto GOD. If I offer GOD’s WORD to men while 

distorting it as the devil did when he tempted JESUS, then will I 

obtain from GOD no spiritual blessing. On the contrary, GOD will 

pour upon me his cup of judgement and I will harvest curse instead 

of blessing. 

If I fail to use my tongue in the Battles of the Lord, nothing will 

happen though all my blessing are written in the BIBLE. 

It is through the number of battles I go in with my tongue, that my 

spiritual riches are increased. Likewise, if I discreetly get into a 

sexual intercourse forbidden by GOD, Satan will take away my 

spiritual riches and I won’t prosper anymore. I will need a sincere 

and profound confession followed by a total war of deliverance to 

shut the doors of my heavenly account to Satan. 

If I intercede for men in lie, I’ll immediately find myself under a 

curse and I won’t prosper. Whereas, OHOLIBA has another activity 

in Africa. She hides verses 3 and 4 of Romans chapter 13 and 

commands Christians to pray in order to bless a crowd of dictators 

who embezzle petrol income, legalise state tribalism, shatter the 

national unity, multiply crimes and officially consecrate the land 



unto lodges of darkness. Ô, Satanic OHOLIBA! Haven’t you red in 

the BIBLE that those who build prophets tombs are responsible of 

the blood of the said prophets as well as the murderers of these 

prophets? In many African countries, our dictators have privatise 

the state by selling it to the lodges of darkness, distracted and 

placed In foreign banks, the riches of the land, and OHOLIBA the 

criminal asks Christians to be in one accord and co-responsible of 

this crime by praying and blessing these dictators. You are in 

Germany in 1943 and OHOLIBA tells you: ”Let’s pray and bless 

Adolph HILTLER because the BIBLE asks us to pray for authorities”. 

Ô criminal OHOLIBA who prevents Christians from prospering by 

making them co-responsible of the blood shed by Adolph HITLER. If 

you pray to bless Adolph HITLER, while he is throwing thousands of 

Jews in the over four, then in front of GOD, you are also responsible 

of the killing of these Jews as well as HITLER .His criminal 

incantations OHOLIBA calls prayers for the authorities are the 

source of curse which are crowds of Christians, GOD having made 

them co-responsible of crimes committed in Africa by our tropical 

dictators. Born again Christians, Romans13; 3-4 clearly precise 

that when GOD orders to be submitted unto authorities, he talks of 

authorities who hold terror for those who do wrong and protect 

those who do good. As for soldiers of darkness he reserves unto 

them Prayer of Psalm 149 : 5-9 

In spite of that, OHOLIBA who talks of the HOLY GHOST and shouts 

Alleluia, organises everywhere in Africa his prayers campaigns for 

dictators that promote most corrupted citizens once they are 

members of the lodges of darkness and instaurate the reign of 

corruption in many of our African countries. 



Oh perfidious OHOLIBA who places Christians under the yoke of 

curse. How then can such a Christianity prosper? Let’s halt with 

false intercessions and let’s intercede in TRUTH for Christians and 

others. 

If I offer in lie, that is according to non-spiritual principles that I 

offer earthly goods to GOD, no possible prosperity. At this level, the 

three world religions pyramids are challenging in lie and it is in vain 

that, every Sunday, Christians pay their tithes and offerings as we 

are going to see next. 

The three harlots use to go from the earth to sea saying to nations: 

<< come out with your money and your shall obtain God’s 

blessing>>. Lie of Lucifer! If you wish to get into the prosperity that 

comes from GOD, just start by consecrating yourself fully unto 

GOD; then offer to the lord a service according to the TRUTH, share 

GOD’s WORD as it is written with your fellows; pray regularly for 

humans in the TRUTH, and finally, offer to GOD earthly goods in 

accord with what is written in the BIBLE. As you’ll be acting in the 

TRUTH, GOD will fill in your heavenly account with spiritual riches 

for your spiritual heirs, yours natural heirs and yourself as well. 

That’s the right way of prosperity coming from GOD. 

Let’s halt a moment to understand the lies of the three pyramids of 

Constantin. 

The earth and whatsoever is in it belong to the lord JESUS-CHRIST. 

Gold and silver already belong to the lord. Therefore, do you think 

GOD may be lacking something else? No, GOD lacks nothing. Then 

why does HE request us to bring unto him goods of various natures ? 



It is commanding and asking us to offer Him goods of various natures 

and this for only one reason: making us Priests unto GOD> Changing 

us into Priests. 

However, letting aside GOD’s objective, Babylon the great who forbids 

the reading of the BIBLE, OHOLA who doesn’t know  the HOLY SPIRIT 

anymore and OHOLIBA, the seductress who talks of the Holy gosh 

while lying on tithes and holy communion, and pray to bless all the 

dictators of the world, have jointly imprison nations of the world into 

lies and aberration. They said to the nations:<<Give out your money 

and GOD shall bless you>>. How perfidious and liars you are! GOD 

first of all want you living soul! You are the offering GOD appreciate 

above all. Then, he expects every individual to offer to GOD and to 

men spiritual things. Then he await from the individual, earthly things. 

No need to drop in the offering  baskets on Sunday, the amount of 

35.000 Rands (South Africa currency) if I am right away from a 

fornication meeting. GOD considers my offering as an abomination, for 

I would have firstly offer my body to GOD ( and preserve it). No need 

to drop 2.000.000 Rands in the offering basket on Sunday when, as a 

corrupted civil servant, I’ve just embezzled the funds destined to roads 

construction in the country. GOD assuredly will pour down curse on my 

head after such an offering because what he requests from me is first 

of all my soul. Whereas I’ve sold myself to the spirit of theft which is 

Lucifer. No use to deposit 1.500.000 Rands in the offering basket on 

Sunday when I know I’ve just brought to failure at the competitive 

entrance examination of the faculty of biomedical  sciences, brilliant 

candidates at the profit of those of my tribe who are truly weak and 

will become poor and incompetent MD in surgical  blocks and into the 

hands of whom many citizens will pass away. All this blood shed will 



fall on my head the curse because I could have first of all offer my 

spirit to GOD. Whereas I’ve sold myself to the spirit of tribalism before 

going to mock at GOD with my so called offering; fool you are! Keep 

away your money and offer yourself to GOD above all, for richer ones 

already groaning in the Hades where you are moving towards. 

Let stress on that. The first gift one offers to GOD is oneself. it is the 

gateway to reach out the ultimate goal which is prosperity. 

Let’s halt here to clearly understand why the offering of oneself to 

GOD is above any other material gift. 

In Genesis, the BIBLE recalls that GOD made man to his image; in his 

likeness. However, the downfall of man in the Eden garden had 

destroyed this likeness and since the atonement work accomplished on 

the crass of Golgotha by the lord JESUS CHRIST, God’s plan is to bring 

back man at his original state of God’s image. In short, in order to 

save mankind, the lord JESUS CHRIST started by offering himself to us 

as bread of life on the cross of Golgotha . That’s the ever first and 

ultimate gift. GOD first offers himself to man. He first offers to man his 

flesh, his blood, his HOLY SPIRIT. It is then, secondly, that GOD offers 

to the born again Christian that have freely eaten JESUS flesh and 

freely drink JJESUS blood, other material riches, with no regret. 

GOD did not start by flatter us so with money that we shall accept 

eternal life. Galatians1: 4 talking about GOD says: ”Who gave 

himself for our sins to rescue us from the present evil age 

according to the will of our GOD and Father”. 

In return, GOD requests that man does exactly as GOD for he is made 

at God’s likeness. GOD calls me to firstly offer myself unto him as a 



sacrifice of good odour; let’s see in 2 Corinthians 8 : 5, the 

testimony of Macedonian Christians attitude: “And they did not do 

as we expected, but they gave themselves first to the lord and 

then to us in keeping with GOD’s will.” 

Like wise men, Macedonians gave themselves first to GOD before 

giving material goods to GOD, that is to born again Christians. 

Romans 12 :1 reads: ”Therefore, I urge you brothers, in view of 

GOD’s mercy, to offer your bodies as living sacrifices, holy and 

pleasing to GOD this is spiritual part of worship”. 

Whoever doesn’t offer himself first to GOD obtains no prosperity from 

GOD or to flatter him by the offering one gives out while living a life of 

rebellion and sin”. Let’s examine GOD’s WORD concerning this matter. 

3 John1: 5 to7 reads: “Dear friend, you are faithful in what you 

are doing for the brothers, even though they are  strangers to 

you. They have told the church about your love. You will do 

well to send them on their way in a manner worthy of GOD. It 

was for the sake of the name that they went out, receiving no 

help from the pagans”. 

The BIBLE is categorical. Brothers have gone their way for GOD’s 

work, taking care of receiving nothing from pagans. This is as normal 

as it appears for unbelievers have no quality to offer material goods to 

GOD. What happens then in the stony temples of Babylon the great, of 

OHOLA and OHOLIBA ? 

Just imagine thousands of people gathered in the stony temple. One of 

a sudden, the swindling basket is moved around and everyone drops in 

his money while remaining in his sinful life. This doesn’t matter to the 

three harlots. Let’s say that these three harlots at times go round 



secular companies, political men and business men with a message 

such as “give for GOD’s work and you shall be blessed”. Lie from 

Lucifer who soothes the conscience of the sinner and seals him on the 

way to perdition. That’s what the three harlots do! 

However, in a ten or twenty member house assembly, it is easy to 

target those who have not yet given themselves fully to JESUS CHRIST 

and refuse their offering. This helps them to better understand that 

they are first what GOD is looking after. Members of the world lodges 

of darkness who are not ready to fully offer themselves to GOD should 

stop dreaming because of great amounts of money they usually drop 

in the baskets o Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA . Listen: your 

offerings are not known by GOD and they are of use to you! Please, 

keep your money for yourself if you don’t give yourself unto GOD. Fool 

as you are. Do you think silver and gold are found in the Hades you 

are marching through? First offer yourself to GOD and listen not to 

Satan for no of his acts is irreversible. The blood of Jesus breaks every 

Satan pacts without exception and delivers us from every false 

illusion; 

For sure, many people will claim that Satan also offers natural riches. 

What renders the search of GOD prosperity non obligatory. As a 

matter of fact, there is a fundamental difference in between riches 

which come from GOD and those which come from Satan. Riches from 

GOD cause no sorrows. On the contrary, you just need to get near 

Lucifer and you shall be welcome by a number of sorrows and 

conditions to fulfil. Every single CFA, every promotion at the job side, 

every (additive) extra second spent at an important post, will be 

expensively sold to you by Lucifer who will request from you not only 

your soul, but human blood and lots of other things that will lead you 



to a state of permanent sorrows. In one of our African countries, 

political and economical elites are all converted into sodomy which 

happens to have become a national sport that secretly challenges 

football. Some are regularly fed by blood from women bosoms, 

meanwhile others rush into cemeteries as they hear rumours of 

cabinet reshuffle. The rush towards the lodges of darkness is so 

intense that the lodges are now selecting among the candidates. In 

great restaurants of Africa and the world, all the tables are covered 

with the shares on visualisation, the use of graphology as elective 

criteria of elites elections, secret initiation, the so called positive 

though, transcendental meditation and techniques of sending positives 

vibrations as they pretend. Even keepers of the mortuaries are 

astonished in front of then. The reason is that our so called world 

elites preaching science and logic in the day, pant for a little and 

secret sexual intercourse with a corpse, for lodge initiation purpose. In 

the midst of this satanic drift, Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA 

stretch the basket offerings to these so called world elites saying “drop 

in money and GOD shall bless you!”. Ô, abomination and total curse. 

 

Now that we’ve well understood the five categories of things we must 

offer to GOD in view of spiritual prosperity that generates natural 

prosperity, let’s focus on one exclusive category that is material goods 

I must offer to GOD. We have already shared on the real service to 

offer to GOD in order to prosper spiritually. Likewise, we have also 

shared on the way I must offer to GOD .we saw that by preaching 

GOD’s WORD without distortion, I prosper spiritually. We understood 

that by interceding in the TRUTH for Christians and human beings, I 

prosper spiritually .However, there is a world stake remaining: that of 



offering to GOD material goods in the TRUTH. It is very important to 

understand the TRUTH on the way I must offer material goods unto 

GOD. Failing to take hold of the TRUTH, millions of people live under a 

curse, because of material goods they give out, thinking they are 

offering to GOD while they are instead offering to demons. 

It is important to underline that the offering of material goods unto 

GOD is part of the priesthood and there are only two possible ways out 

to, when one is involved in priesthood: blessing or curse. Neutral 

doesn’t exist in priesthood. How then to offer in the TRUTH, material 

goods to GOD, in order to prosper? 

 

 

   HOW MUST ONE OFFER TO GOD MATERIAL 

GOODS IN TRUTH IN ORDER TO PROSPER ? 

Once again, let remind that the sole material goods are not sufficient 

to prosper. There are five categories of things I must offer to GOD in 

the TRUTH if I want to prosper. 

- I am above all the first thing to offer to GOD and men; 

- I must offer in the TRUTH a service unto the lord; 

- I must offer the TRUTH intercession prayers for Christians and 

others; 

- I must offer in the TRUTH GOD’s WORD to men; 

- Finally, I must offer in the TRUTH, material things; 



That’s the complete system of things I ought to offer to GOD in TRUTH 

to be qualified as a priest destined to spiritual prosperity which will 

exchange in return natural prosperity; 

In view of offering material goods to GOD, I must absolutely 

understand what I am doing for whoever offers to GOD gets involved 

in priesthood and in this context, there is neither random nor 

ignorance. The earth and whatsoever is in it belong to the lord JESUS 

CHRIST who has created the world. Visible and invisible world belong 

the lord JESUS CHRIST who created everything. 

If then GOD, owner of everything requests me to offer unto him things 

of various nature that belong to him, it is for a précised aim: changing 

me into a GOD’s Priest. And, if as a priest, I offer to GOD in the 

TRUTH, I shall receive in my heavenly bank account abundant spiritual 

riches, I shall be transformed from a level of glory to another in GOD’s 

image. Moreover, my spiritual riches will generate abundant natural 

riches for my spiritual heirs who furthermore have the advantage to 

continuously reap my spiritual riches from generation to generation as 

long as a false spiritual fellowship will not open to Satan the doors to 

my spiritual account. 

In view of offering to GOD material goods in TRUTH, I must absolutely 

know whether I   am qualified to offer GOD and I must understand 

what the temple is, what the altar is, what a sacrifice is, what an 

offering is, what a tithe is. GOD has is temple and Satan has his. GOD 

has his altar and Satan has his. Let’s imagine a situation like this. If 

come to you and tell you that I’ve just dropped off the sum of 10.000 

us dollars at home. After verification, you come to realise that the said 

money has been deposited in a stranger house whereas I hold a 

detailed plan of your residential quarter. Just imagine me repeating 



such a joke to you every Sunday and year after year. That’s 

unfortunately the way we treat GOD when deposit our material wealth 

in a temple that does not belong to GOD and upon an altar belonging 

not to GOD. And after such a life of joke, we shout: “Our tithes and 

offering not to GOD. And offering shall bring GOD’s blessing unto me”. 

However the BIBLE says one doesn’t mock at GOD. In short, whoever 

pleases himself in this type of joke Sunday after Sunday harvests a 

curse. 

In Cameroon, we have a race of gangsters popularly called “fey men”. 

Imagine a fey man telling you he just dropped of a sum of 1 000 000 

US dollars at your home as gift you quickly rust to the nearest police 

station to denounce this gift for it comes from a gangster is not 

qualified to offer you a gift. It is the same with GOD. One should be 

qualified to offer silver as gold to GOD or whatsoever material good. 

Unless you are qualified to do so, please, keep your goods for yourself, 

for what is abomination unto GOD. In order to offer to GOD, I must 

have the required quality, offer at the right place, and I must offer 

what GOD asks for. 

However, the three harlots, namely Babylon the great, OHOLA and 

OHOLIBA are not at all preoccupied with the TRUTH. They all say to 

the inhabitants of the earth “pour into our baskets and GOD shall bless 

you “. Prostitutes of the world have at least times of tiredness and ret 

and even moment they wash away their filthiness. But these three 

women whose beds are permanently perfumed are looking for 

candidates for the grave. Once their filthiness go beyond the limits, 

they simply satisfy themselves with a new non scriptural doctrine and 

move to the next customer without having bathed, spraying all around 



sorts of spiritual and contagions sicknesses and curses all over the 

world. 

Let’s now insist on the TRUTH concerning the quality one must have in 

order to offer to GOD. 

In Romans13, 1-4, I insist Romans13, 1-4, the BIBLE is clear and 

straight away. I must intercede for authorities who help us to enjoy a 

peaceful and quiet life and this same Romans13: 1-4 clearly defines 

these leaders for the sake of whom I must intercede as those who 

seek justice and welfare. 

The same peculiar scenario is taking place in many of our African 

countries where injustice, institutionalised tribalism, state and gut 

privatisation, by lodges of darkness, official corruption from the 

summit to the base of the state and gut have been demolishing the 

African soul whereas OHOLIBA the wicked prostitute pray for peace. 

This prayer for peace comedy last for 20-25 years and behold, a 

morning, in Ivory coast, in Rwanda, In Burundi, in RDC, in Uganda, in  

Liberia, OHOLIBA runs from a room to another to hide herself. 

 

WHO IS QUALIFIED TO OFFER MATERAIL 

GOODS TO GOD? 

One of the greatest lies of our three world religious pyramids namely 

Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA consists of bringing all the 

nations of the world, every human being, every secular organisation of 

the world, every person on the earth is qualified to offer material 



goods to GOD. In fact, these there criminal women urgently need vast 

stony temples as well as woody temples to collect the maximum gold 

and silver. When the BIBLE says that New Testament Christians were 

to meet in modest house assemblies, the three harlots quickly carry 

out financial calculations. 

They say in themselves: If I go back to a house assembly and find 

only fifteen true Christians who deposit one us dollar each on Sunday, 

that will make an insignificant sum of fifteen  dollars per Sunday. What 

does this BIBLE want then?  Anyway, one must modernise Christians 

in fact, one can not continue to live and act as at the time of this 

fundamentalist called apostle Paul. What a stupid idea this fanatic 

apostle called Paul had to lay emphasis upon house assemblies” 

That the speech of the three prostitutes and from this reasoning, they 

go round continents and oceans to collect silver of gold in their vast 

temples and say to those who fill their baskets on Sunday “ GOD will 

bless you!” that’s the great world fornication of the three harlots. 

In fact, the BIBLE clearly establishes that everyone is not just qualified 

to bring unto GOD silver and gold or other material goods. GOD is 

rigorously particular on the quality of those qualified to bring unto him 

goods of the earth. 

From a spiritual point of view, the quality of the person who acts as a 

priest is worth fundamental and we will rely on four examples to 

understand. Assuredly, the result of as act I perform, in the spiritual 

plan depends on my real position in front of GOD. Two persons acting 

in front of GOD may obtain different results if their position in front of 

GOD differ one from another. Let’s appreciate the quality of an 



individual, that is the position this one has in front of GOD, through an 

example. 

 

In Matthew 8: 43 to 48, a crowd of people are pressing and touching 

JESUS – CHRIST without any particular thing to happen. But suddenly, 

a woman who has been bleeding for twelve years touches JESUS and 

is healed instantly. This women in front of GOD has the quality of 

disciple whereas the crowds surrounding JESUS- CHRIST are simple 

and curious spectators. That4S why the power that gets out thellord 

heals the lady meanwhile nothing happens to mere curious who are 

rather in great number to touch Christ; 

Actes19: 13-16, seven sons of Sceva, a Jewish chief of priest have 

seen apostle Paul casting out demons in the name of JESUS CHRIST. 

Even the cloths and handkerchiefs that got into contact with the 

apostle were used cast out foul spirits from demon-possessed and 

healed from sicknesses. So, the  sever sons of Sceva did not 

understand that one needs to be qualified for GOD to use you as a 

channel through which he performs miracles; as they were casting out 

a demons saying: “in the name of Jesus whom Paul preaches, I 

command you to come out”; 

Satan’s answer to Sceva seven sons was quite acknowledgeable: 

“Jesus I know and I know about Paul, but who are you,”; you can 

notice that even Lucifer answers according to the spiritual quality of 

the person who performs an act. On the spiritual plan, it is absolutely 

necessary to know whether you have or not the required position to 

act as such; let’s examine 



 

Numbers12: 1-15. 

Israel found itself in the middle of the wilderness, on the way to the 

promised land, under the leadership of Moses. Behold, Moses has a 

black African woman as wife and Marie and Aaron are gossiping on 

what they consider as a misbehaviour. On the natural plan, Aaron and 

Mary gossips are certainly due to the fact that the black are those who 

have submitted Israel unto four centuries of slavery in Egypt. GOD 

who is attached to the TRUTH and not to carnal reflex ions raised up 

against Aaron and Mary who have spoken evil against his servant. But 

what does GOD do then? He stroke Mary with leper but touches not 

Aaron. The reason is that Aaron and Mary , thought they gossip Moses, 

do not occupy the same position in front of GOD. 

Let’s take a last example about quality. 

Let’s notice that, during JESUS CHRIST ministry on earth, Romans to 

hang criminals on a cross. Hundreds or thousands of people probably 

have been crucified upon the cross of Golgotha before or after our lord 

.whereas JESUS CHRIST crucification at Golgotha is quite different 

from all the other crucification which took place at Golgotha. In fact, 

JESUS CHRIST came with the qualify of GOD, coming to offer himself 

as the supreme sacrifice for the atonement of the sins of mankind on 

the wooden cross. This is one, the crucified is GOD himself who came 

into flesh in the world. 

As we have understand that the result of a spiritual act I perform 

depends on the position I occupy in front of GOD, who is then qualify 

to offer material goods unto GOD, 



Let’s turn to HAGGAI 2: 8 to first of all seize the reason why GOD 

request from human being to offer unto him earthy goods. “Silver 

and gold do I have, says the Lord of hosts” 

GOD’s declaration is clear. Gold and silver of the world belong to him. 

Let’s go ahead with 1Corintians 10,26: “The earth and whatever is 

in it belong to GOD” 

GOD hereby precise that the earth and its whole content  belong to 

GOD. 

Now that it is absolutely certain that sliver and gold, and whatever the 

earth contains belong to GOD, why then does GOD ask men to offer 

him earthly material goods? May GOD be unable to directly get into 

possession of what belong to him? What does GOD really gain while 

asking us to grant him a portion of what already belong to him? 

In fact, the answer is quite simple. Because he is already the owner of 

everything, GOD is asking us to bring unto him a portion of his 

property for us to be trained into priesthood. It is within the 

framework of our transformation into GOD’s Priest that GOD requests 

us to offer him goods which anyhow are already his. 

Training us and making of us GOD’s Priests, that’s the ultimate aim for 

which GOD is requiring us to bring unto him a portion of his property. 

Born again Christians, people of the whole world, GOD is appealing to 

heavens and earth to be witnesses against you that you have well 

understood that it is only to change you into Priests that GOD orders 

you to bring unto him a portion of the earthly goods which, anyway 

already belong to him. 



Offering of gold and silver as well as of other physical goods is part of 

the priesthood and only GOD’s Priest are qualified and admitted to 

offer a portion of these goods unto GOD. 

Don’t you find any interest in priesthood? Then keep away the goods 

you owner of everything become a beggar by your side? Were you 

born when the Owner of all things was founding the world? Where 

were you when GOD created the world? Dare to say it if you are full of 

intelligence. Have you comprehend the vast expanses of the earth if 

you have the knowledge of those things. What is the way to the abode 

of light? And the darkness you so cherish, where do they dwell? Do 

you go on hunting the prey for the lioness or do sooth the little lions 

hungry when they are lying in their dens? Are there gold and silver in 

the hades towards which you are already marching? What amount of 

money will help you to bribe death and add a single second unto your 

days of vanity? 

 

Let’s take again what the BIBLE teaches in 3 Jn:5-7, for it is salutary 

:” Dear friend, you are faithful in what you are doing for the 

brothers, even though they are strangers to you. They have 

told the church about your love. You will do well to send them 

on their way in a manner worthy of GOD.” 

 

The BIBLE is categorical on the fact. The brothers have gone on 

journey for GOD’s work, while taking care of receiving nothing from 

pagans. This is quite normal since the pagans are not qualified to offer 

to GOD material goods. Only those who sincerely repented from their 



sins and committed their lives to JESUS- CHRIST are qualified to bring 

unto GOD whatever they offer. A great curse ins upon the Christianity 

throughout the world for, in GOD’s name, the three harlot Babylon the 

great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA prospect every sort of soldier of the 

darkness, every type of satanic gatherings and ungodly pagans in 

order to collect silver and gold in view of financing GOD’s work, they 

pretend. 

Born again Christians, break out every spiritual you may have with the 

three harlots in order to be freed from the world trade curse of the 

three prostitutes. 

The three world rebels might be saying that a prostitute offer a costly 

perfume to the lord JESUS CHRIST. However, this one was a repented 

sinner. Even Zaccheus the state funds embezzler repented. Who are 

the women that sustained with their goods the Lord JESUS CHRIST  

with their earthly goods throughout his ministry on earth? The answer 

is obvious. There were all female disciples. Even Simon of Cyrena who 

helped the Lord to carry his cross as well as Joseph of Arimathee who 

offered the cloth and the grave for the body of the CHRIST were all 

disciples. 

Even the Pharisees and publicans who from time to time offered their 

food to the Lord were neither mockers nor rebels. They were GOD 

fearer seeking the TRUTH. The BIBLE doesn’t forbid to go into a pagan 

house occasionally and eat  what he offers, but the BIBLE recalls that 

it is exclusively the born again Christians  who is qualified to offer to 

GOD earthly good for these are part of the priesthood. Notice that 

even the king of Jews and worshipped him, then obtain the required 

quality to bring unto him earthly goods. 



It is real act of prostitution for one to pretend to offer goods of the 

earth to GOD while living an unbeliever’s life. It is just like having a 

sexual intercourse with a woman you didn’t get married to officially. 

Meanwhile, this is the prostitution, in which Babylon the great, OHOLA 

and OHOLIBA have led the whole earth. They move round any sort of 

rebels with their offerings baskets, stubborn pagans, GOD’s mockers, 

saying to the whole world “Come and drop in our baskets and GOD 

shall bless you!” Perfidious harlots, unceasingly selling their charms 

cheaply to every passing-by, washing not their filthiness. 

“ we love those who have the style and the vigour of a horse “, they 

shout to passing-by. 

In the Old Testament, GOD has chosen a single people among all the 

nations of the earth and has entered a covenant with this people by 

the virtue of which  Israel has as GOD, the GOD of Isaac and Jacob 

whereas GOD is the  only GOD of Israel excluding every other trinity. 

While other nations of the earth are worshiping all sorts of false goods 

and demons, GOD personally reveals himself to one people, the people 

of Israel and to his people, he prescribed a series of sacrifices among 

which are tithes and, voluntary offerings. These were the shadow of 

things to come .Israel is the born again Christian, unique people of the 

earth. Likewise Israel alone received in the Sinai desert the command 

to offer to GOD various types of sacrifices in the number of which 

Tithes and voluntary offerings, so is the born again Christian qualified 

to bring unto GOD different types of sacrifices among which are 

offering of material goods, gold and silver. This offering of goods is 

part of priesthood and it is an abomination to pretend offering to GOD 

without fulfilling the quality of a priest. 



Nevertheless, since the Old Testament, GOD offers to pagan nations of 

the world an open window to bring unto him goods. As a matter of 

fact, we find many cases of unbelievers offering to GOD goods, but at 

an unavoidable condition, which is, acknowledging first of all the GOD 

of Israel as the only true GOD.- Ezra chap1, verses 1-6. 

When Cyrus, king of the Parses commands to his people to offer goods 

for the reconstitution of the temple of Jerusalem, he first recognize the 

GOD of Israel as his GOD and even  adds that GOD alone has given 

him the ruling of all the kingdoms of the earth. Cyrus doesn’t confine 

himself to the power of darkness of some pagan gods. Babylonian and 

Persia people didn’t offer anything to GOD of their own for they simply 

obeyed king Cyrus commandment. Whatever this people offer the Jews 

is in fact a gift from Cyrus destined to GOD. Let notice that Cyrus first 

accepted the GOD of Israel as his GOD before acquire the quality to 

offer goods to GOD. 

Non Israelites people of the Old Testament who had the privilege to 

offer for GOD’s work, firstly acknowledged the GOD of Israel as their 

GOD before acquiring the quality to voluntarily offer goods to GOD. 

When Israel comes out from Egypt, it forcefully takes away Egyptians 

goods in order to offer a portion of these goods to GOD. Egyptians did 

not offer anything to GOD. They have been conquered by GOD’s power 

and it is under GOD’s constraint and terror that they pay a heavy 

tribute to Israel, it is therefore a heavy and important war tribute, 

taken away by force thanks to GOD power that Israel offers to GOD. 

Egyptians pagans didn’t offer anything to GOD. Likewise, the multiple 

rebel people David wrecks during the war have nothing to offer GOD. 

Their wealth have been looted by David as war tribute and if part of 



these wealth are offered to GOD, it is David who offers and not the 

defeated pagan people. 

We just understood that nowadays, Israel alone, that is the born again 

Christian is qualified to offer earthly goods unto GOD. If a pagan 

wished to offer to GOD some goods, let him first offer himself to GOD 

and he will acquire the quality require to offer goods to GOD. No need 

then for me to go stony temples on Sunday and drop my money into 

swindling baskets whereas such abomination with severe curses upon 

the giver and the funds collector and upon everyone in spiritual 

fellowship with the funds collector as well. 

Born again Christians, wherever is your dwelling place in the world, 

break up any spiritual fellowship with the lying trade of the three 

pyramids of Constantine. Let’s go back to house assemblies as the bile 

says if we want to prosper all along as our soul prospers. 

 

THE TEMPLE 

There are six temples in the BIBLE namely: the temple of Solomon, 

the temple of Zorobabel and Joshua, the visible temple of the church 

dispensation, the invisible temple of the church dispensation, the 

temple of the great tribulation and the millennium temple. 

Solomon temple proceeds from a human thought as 2Samuel7: 1-16 

reveals. After defeating all his enemies, David the king feels guilty in 

his heart, for he lives in a magnificent house made of cedar whereas 

the arch of the Lord is dwelling in a mere tent. So he made an oath to 

build the temple for GOD in view of depositing GOD’s arch. 



Now, look at GOD’s answer to David. GOD tells him that stony or 

wooden temple doesn’t matter to him. GOD firmly recalls to David that 

it is written in verses 5 to 7. Born again Christians, let’s notice that 

from the beginning, GOD did not attach any importance to stony and 

wooden temple. 

Having clearly explained that stony and wooden temple is of no 

importance, GOD adds to David a spiritual riches: the promises to 

David of a son whose reign will last for ever and who will build a real 

House to GOD. This son is JESUS CHRIST Himself. In fact, as we all 

know, Solomon reign was not eternal. Which is therefore this house 

built onto GOD by the Lord JESUS CHRIST? This house is the invisible 

temple of the Church dispensation we will study next. Born again 

Christians, in the beginning, GOD reveals to David that the real temple 

of GOD is the one built by the Lord JESUS CHRIST and GOD adds that 

human hands could not build a temple unto GOD. That’s the perfect 

will of GOD. 

It is advisable however to know that the Old Testament prophet can 

only grasp shadow of things to come. Most of the time, the law and 

prophets of the Old Testament can simply do things which are shadow 

of spiritual things of the New Testament. Knowing that David could not 

grasp the mystery of the church that many prophets of the Old 

Testament have tried to grasp, through deep researches, but in vain, 

GOD allows David to engage himself in the shadow of the TRUTH to 

come, by gathering the various materials useful for the construction of 

the stony and wooden temple. 

It is finally Solomon, son of David, who builds the temple of stone and 

wood. Once the arch of the Lord is brought into the temple, the cloud 

fills the whole building. GOD is hereby saying two things to Solomon. 



Firstly GOD temporally accepts the shadow which is the temple of 

stone and wood. Secondly, GOD says he will be dwelling later on in a 

real temple. That’s why the cloud comes down in the temple for a 

short while before fading up. Then Solomon addresses a wonderful 

dedication prayer of the stony and wooden temple. GOD’s answer 

towards this prayer is full of teachings. We can find it in 1Kings9. GOD 

recalls Solomon that thought the temple is accepted, it will be 

vigorously ruined and destroyed if Israel stops obeying and fear the 

Lord. 

This warning from GOD will be fully accomplished during the complete 

destruction of Solomon’s temple by Babylonians, followed by the 

deportation of Israel to Babylon. 

As they came back from the Babylonian exodus, Joshua, Zorobabel, 

other priests and Levites stood up and laid the foundations of stony 

and wooden temples which disappeared in year 10 after JESUS 

CHRIST? It is because of a word from Jesus mouth and written in 

Matthew 24:1-2 

“Jesus left the temple and was walking away when his 

disciples came up to him to call his attention to its buildings’ do 

you see all these things?’, he asked. ‘ tell you the TRUTH, not 

one stone here will be left on another; every one will be thrown 

down.” 

Since the church came to birth at the Pentecost, GOD clearly indicates 

in the BIBLE the only new and visible temple which has a value in front 

of GOD throughout the church dispensation: it is the born again 

Christian. 



1 Cor. 3: 16-17 reads:  “Don’t you know that you yourselves are 

GOD’s temple and that GOD’s spirit lives in you? If anyone 

destroys GOD’s temple, GOD will destroy him; for GOD’s temple 

is sacred, and you are that temple” 

Let’s turn to 2 Cor 6: 16 “ what agreement is there between the 

temple of GOD and idols? For we are the temple of the living 

GOD. As GOD has said:’ I will live with them and walk among 

them, and I will be their GOD and they will be my people’ ” 

Ephesians 2: 22 completes saying: “And in him you too being 

built together to become a dwelling in which GOD lives by his 

spirit.” 

As we have clearly seen, if anyone aspires to enter GOD’s Temple to 

offer whatever material good to GOD, he should well know that GOD’s 

WORD says with precision that throughout the church dispensation 

that will only come to an end after the rapture, there is only one 

GOD’s Temple  that is appointed for that purpose: the born again 

Christian. Do you have gold, silver or various material goods to offer to 

GOD? There is a single temple where to drop all this: the born again 

Christian he is the only qualified temple throughout the church 

dispensation. 

This declaration of GOD’s WORD is a real catastrophe for the three 

religions pyramids which are Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA, 

who talks of the HOLY GHOST and shouts halleluiah while hating to 

hear the verses of the scriptures we just read. The fact is that this 

dangerous liar has done exactly as her mother Babylon the great and 

her senior sister OHOLA. These three harlots and liars build huge 

cathedrals of stones and wood throughout the world. Their empires are 



made of giant stony and wooden cathedrals. Just imagine at this 

juncture that, by obedience to GOD’s WORD, people of the world 

directly bring unto genuine born again Christians who are real GOD’s 

temple, their material riches. As born again, they will have in 

abundance, food, clothes, and houses. The three rebels, Babylon the 

great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA won’t have any mean to finance the 

building of their numerous stony temples all over the world. 

So the three criminal women spray lies upon the countries of the 

world, saying: “drop your money in our offerings baskets on Sunday 

and you shall be blessed!”. As they listen to the lies of these harlots, 

the people of the world bring along their material wealth in wooden 

and stony temples, financing by so doing the construction of new stony 

and wooden temples all around the world. Widespread curse, for the 

stony and wooden temple which have been rejected by GOD from now 

on, belongs to Lucifer. Whoever drops his money into the stony 

temples you see nowadays are not a GOD’s command. They come 

from the roman emperor Alexander SEVERE and those willing to 

understand this can refer to our previous share in tithed “ Going back 

to the real service unto the Lord”. 

What happens then, when you bring along silver, gold and whatever 

goods in the stony temple and drop them into offering basket instead 

of putting them into the born again Christian’s hands, who is known as 

the only GOD’s Temple? The answer is quite simple. Your offering is 

not sanctified for it is the temple that sanctifies the gold brought into 

it. And if your offering is not made holy? It is ungodly, good enough to 

bring a curse upon you, for you just offered to demons and not to 

GOD. 



Born again Christians, nations of the earth, stop chaining yourself in 

curses while offering to demons. What you bring in the stony temples 

on Sunday is an offering serving at building other stony temples on 

Emperor Alexander SEVERE honour. You bring along an offering to 

demons because you forsake the real GOD’s Temple who is the born 

again Christian, now that you give your offering unto demons. This is 

what the BIBLE says: Matthews 23: 16-17 reads: “woe to you blind 

guides! You say if anyone swears by the temple, it means nothing; but 

if anyone swears by the gold of the temple, he is greater: the gold, or 

the temple that makes the gold sacred?”. 

The BIBLE recalls here that only a fool ignores that it is the temple 

that makes gold sacred, that means, render it acceptable unto GOD. 

Whereas the only temple on earth that sanctifies what is brought in, is 

the born again Christian. That’s the TRUTH OHOLIBA particularly hates 

while shouting halleluiah, her BIBLE in her hand. 

In addition to the born again Christian who is the sole, visible temple 

of GOD on earth, the church, that is, all the Christians born again and 

of all generations, constitutes the invisible temple of GOD. It is a 

spiritual and invisible temple also called the body of JESUS CHRIST. 

At this juncture, we can see the reasoning and protests of the three 

harlots. 

“money also serves building schools. Is school a bad thing? Money also 

help to build hospitals. Is that a bad thing? We also raised funds last 

Sunday in order to build printing houses. Are printing house so a bad 

thing?” 



Ô, incurable harlots! Road is a good thing. Build then roads all over the 

world. Fight against terrorism is a good thing. Sponsor then the fight 

against terrorism. Airlines companies are so useful. Then, sponsor 

airlines companies in poor countries. We will also need to add to 

dispensaries and hospitals insurance companies for there are so 

useful. Sponsor then the creation of health insurance companies. 

However, don’t forget the phenomenon of Tsunamis. 

Having sponsored the construction of giant temples with silver and 

gold collected all over the world, these three harlots have settled two 

main priorities, namely the physical health and intellectual education 

of populations. Such an approach seems to be so nice that it deserves 

a medal of honour and why not a Nobel price of carnal love? 

In fact, it is simply a huge abomination that is, the direct 

importation of a profound rebellion called communism, into our 

Christian religion. 

Let’s examine meticulously this rebellion to understand its meaning 

and its consequences. The Christian religion, in fact, is a revealed 

religion, founded from its origin upon the principle of inheritage. This 

principle of inheritage established by GOD states that community or 

human collectivity proceed from the inner quality of an individual. It is 

from within the individual that GOD creates and transforms the human 

community. It is also the inner riches of the individual which generates 

the decline of the community. The principle of heritage as established 

by GOD states that the human community is the heiress of the 

individual and it inherits what the individual has in himself. The 

individual is the father and the community or human collectivity is the 

heiress of the individual. 



The principle of heritage established by GOD is valid on the spiritual 

plan and the secular plan as well. 

Where does the decline of the human species come from? It comes 

from a single man: Adam. In fact, the sinny quality Adam acquires is 

enough  to bring the whole nations of the earth under the yoke of sin 

and curse. 

Where does Christian religion come from? From a single individual: 

Abraham. GOD firstly isolates Abraham from his original community, 

chose him so as to revolutionize this man. In the beginning, Abraham 

is an Aramean as his original community, but will go through a 

succession of spiritual transformations which end up by making of him 

an Hebrew. As he became tremendously rich spiritually, Abraham is fit 

to be the father of the nations of the earth. Notice that it is not the 

nations of the earth that determine Abraham’s quality. It is rather the 

spiritual riches of Abraham that determines the quality of all the 

generations of Christians from nations of the earth. 

Where does the salvation of mankind come from? 

From a single Man, GOD made Man; the Lord JESUS CHRIST. 

This same principle of inheritage from GOD is performed on the secular 

plan. For a human community to become rich on the secular plan, the 

individual, as the pillar of the community must necessary have the 

financial capital in his hands. The management and investment 

decisions taken by this individual may not be perfect; but they will be 

rational enough to generate additive riches which will come to globally 

enrich the community if the inequalities in the sharing of additional 

riches remain at a low level. It is thanks to a wise observation and 



appreciation of this GOD established principle of inheritage according 

to which, the individual is the father of the community, that the 

capitalist system had victory on communism. As a true satanic 

rebellion, communism tried to deprive the individual from the financial 

capital and in the depth of its decline, communism even entrusted to 

the community the task of moulding and changing the individual into a 

new man; just like if one would ask a young girl to give birth to her 

father. 

Obviously, since the destruction of the Berlin wall, nations of the earth 

are going back to the sources of things and principles established by 

GOD that is, the individual is taken back to his place of riches creator. 

The communist system has disappeared and few billions of human 

beings are progressively by emerging. However, the defeat of 

communism is not over for crafty as he is Satan had launched  two 

types of communism including the communism political system which 

ruled the eastern countries and the world communist religion. 

Many people may be astonished to hear that there is a world 

communist religion whereas this is TRUE. Instaured since the 

gathering of Christians in stony and wooden temples and in world 

religious pyramids, the world communist religion has a satanic 

principle easy to understand. 

The satanic principle of the world communist religion states 

that Christian must not receive directly neither tithes nor 

offering for it is meant for the religious institution to build 

schools, dispensaries and printing houses. The world 

communist religion claims that as an individual, the Christian is 

not able to take good management and investment decisions, 

and that’s why one should not put into his hands silver and 



gold as well as other wealth of the world. The communist 

religious therefore prescribes to the people of the earth to put 

their offering in an anonymous basket within the stony temple 

so as enable the religious institution to invest this money in 

new stony temples, in schools and dispensaries. That the 

reason why the Christian of the earth have understood that 

they have to pull down the communist system for the individual 

to be enriched and by so doing for wealth to be added to the 

community, the Christian nation is the sole nation to remain 

under the yoke world religious pyramids. 

GOD insists saying that he has only one temple on earth and 

GOD also insists, saying that it is only this temple that is 

qualified to receive to make sacred whatever you lay in. this 

temple is the born again Christian whereas Babylon the great, 

OHOLA and OHOLIBA lie unto all the nations of the earth telling 

them that they must not bring their offering to the individual 

born again Christian . these three harlots pretend they evil 

basket for they will invest it in projects such as schools, 

printing houses dispensaries etc. however, even the 

unbelievers have understood better than whoever that an 

individual decides more usefully on management and 

investment issues than the collectivity. Incurable harlots, don’t 

you think the Christian can invest in schools, hospitals and 

radio better than you? 

The BIBLE requests to give out the offering to the individual 

born again Christian; and the three harlots cry out to the world 

to drop in their baskets their money for the genuine Christian 

will not know to profitably invest that money. As a matter of 



consequence, people of the earth are harvesting GOD’s curse 

for having brought into a temple the world are deprived from 

as offering due to them. Babylon the great, OHOLA and 

OHOLIBA are the evil inventors of the world communist 

religion. 

Because of this satanic communist religion that says money should be 

paid to the religious collectivity instead to the individual born again 

Christian as the BIBLE teaches, almost the totality of African states are 

nowadays facing a strange constrain. The three harlots, Babylon the 

great, OHOLIBA and OHOLA unceasingly knock at the door of state 

public treasure saying “ give us money for our schools and 

dispensaries, it is our right. Our schools and dispensaries need state 

subvention to live.” Those are some consequences of the world 

communist religion. If gold and silver were directly handled to the 

individual born again Christian he surely would have invested into 

schools, dispensaries, medical, clinics, radios, printings houses and TV 

station after having fulfilled primary or basic needs and as we learn 

from the failure of communism, this individual Born again Christian 

would have taken better investment and management decisions than 

the religious collectivity. 

Since the failure of the communist system in eastern Europe, we 

happened to know that the individual takes investment and 

management decision better than the collectivity. The individual born 

again Christian henceforth will be investing in schools and dispensaries 

and he would have managed them better than so called religious 

collectivities. Our states would not have found themselves in the 

gossips of subventions for so called religious schools and dispensaries 

under the constraint of subventions. 



The communist religion is not only against the BIBLE, moreover it 

renders poor the born again Christian who receives no single coin from 

the funds GOD has destined to him and besides, it costs a lot the state 

treasure that means to ell the citizens of the world. 

Born again Christians, let’s get out of the religious pyramids and let’s 

stop dropping our offerings into anonymous baskets on Sunday. Let’s 

put them into the hand of our beloved born again Christians who are 

real GOD’s temples and we shall be blessed by GOD. As we will act as 

such, we will prosper materially and therefore, we will take good 

investment and management decisions all over the world. If we go 

back to the TRUTH, we shall be the head and not the tail as it is the 

case today. 

The three rebellious women have replaced GOD’s established order by 

human laws in view of ameliorating the destiny of populations. Fool 

and rebellions harlots! Put then into practice and GOD shall take care 

of the world he created. He will think of raising honest leaders and 

grant them appropriate visions in order to transform the world. GOD 

even says HE will be so happy to directly place individual born again 

Christians at the head of nations to build schools, dispensaries, roads 

and whatever written in the BIBLE. 

The BIBLE says: “ you shall be the head and not the tail” if only 

you obey to GOD’s WORD. But the three criminal women completely 

disobey to GOD’s WORD saying they have used part of the money they 

collected to do good in the world. Ô criminal harlots! The good is 

GOD’s will which is written in the BIBLE. Noah rendered to GOD a 

service in the TRUTH and in return, GOD grants him spiritual riches 

which created a climate, vegetation, and natural life we are enjoying 

on earth for some generations. The three world prostitutes chain us 



into service to demons and into non scriptural practices, and ask for 

money. 

They pretend part of this money will serve to build new stony temple 

and another part will help in fighting misery on earth. Race of vipers 

you are. GOD knows better that you scale of misery on earth and also 

knows better than you the suitable remedy for it. Go back to the 

TRUTH as written to the BIBLE, you criminal women and GOD will heal 

the world he has created. 

The BIBLE says GOD’s Temple is the born again Christian and adds 

that goods offered to him must be dropped in this temple. That is 

clear, simple and précised! 

We will now be tackling the altar to clearly understand what it is. We 

shall neither insist on the temple of great tribulation nor on the 

millennium temple for a simple reason. We are now living within the 

dispensation of the Church and what matters is to know in priority 

what we ought to do in order to prosper spiritually and naturally during 

this period of the Church dispensation. There will be no Church on 

earth during the great tribulation meanwhile during the millennium, we 

shall be there with the Lord JESUS - CHRIST and the Christian who will 

like to understand what the temple of the millennium is will be free to 

directly discuss the matter with the Lord JESUS during the millenium. 

It is only after the launching of this last world wide Exodus that by 

GOD’s grace, we may be coming back to the shares about the 

millennium and great tribulation events. 

Let’s now talk about the altar to understand the TRUTH about it. 

 

THE ALTAR 



The  Altar is found in the temple and I have to lay upon this Altar what 
I offer to GOD. If the Altar is qualified, it will sanctify my offering that 
is, it will render it pleasant unto GOD. On the contrary, if the altar is 
not qualified, it will render my offering ungodly and awful in GOD’s 
eyes. 

Let’s read swears Matthews 23: 18-19: 

“ You also say, “ if anyone by the Altar, it means nothing; but if 

anyone swears by the gift on it, he is bound by his oath you 

blind men! Which one is the greater: the gift, on the Altar  that  

makes the gift sacred” 

 

Have we understood the reason why it is important to lay ones offering 

on the real Altar of GOD? The verses we just shared clearly assert that 

it is the Altar that makes the offering sacred, that means, it is the 

Altar that renders the offering acceptable to GOD eyes. Besides, 

because the temple makes the offering sacred, GOD adds that the 

Altar likewise makes offering sacred. In this respect, the consequence 

is immediate. For GOD to accept my offering, I must offer in the real 

temple of GOD, and within this temple, I must drop my offering upon 

the true Altar of GOD. If I mistake the temple, I automatically offer to 

demons and thereby, I harvest curse instead. 

 

Which is then GOD’s Altar? Let’s open our BIBLE to find out the answer 

that Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA are hiding to the nations 

of the earth. 

 

The BIBLE is quite precise on the topic.  The Altar, is found in the 

temple that is born Christian. If we are looking for GOD’s Altar, we 

simply seed to get into GOD’s Temple to find it out for the Altar is 

found within the temple. What is therefore found in the born again 



Christian? It is the HOLY SPIRIT itself. Let’s read Ephesians 2: 21- 

22. 

 

“ In him the whole building is joined together and rises to become a 
holy temple in the Lord. And in him, you too are being built together to 
become a dive thing in which GOD lives by the spirit”. 

 

The BIBLE clearly states that what we find in a born again Christian is 

GOD himself. The Altar found in the temple that is born again Christian 

is GOD. That’s what the three lying pyramids of CONSTANTIN are 

hiding to the nations of the earth when they want to collect silver and 

gold of the world thanks to lie. As we saw, GOD’s Altar which is the 

HOLY GHOST is found within the born again Christian. In the respect, 

how to proceed in order to drop your offering of silver and gold and 

other earthly goods on this Altar? Here again, the BIBLE gives a clear 

answer. 

 

GOD says at the later days judgement, he will meticulously examine 

the way men have managed the wealth of the earth that means GOD 

will find out whether every human being have offered part of his 

earthly goods unto GOD. GOD is willing to let it be know by all the 

nations of the earth that it is  an obligation for them to give unto GOD 

riches of the earth. It is obvious that before giving out unto GOD 

natural riches, GOD first requests everybody to offer himself to GOD. 

This is what is written in the BIBLE and we proclaim this word of GOD 

as a testimony to all the nations of the earth that offer on Altars 

different from GOD’s one. 

 

Matthews 25: 34-45 



“ then the king will say to those on his right, “ Come, you are 

blessed by my father, take your inheritance, the kingdom 

prepared for you since the creation of the world. For I was 

hungry and you gave me something to eat, I was thirty and you 

gave me something to drink, I was a stranger and you invited 

me in, I needed clothes and you clothed me, I was sick and you 

looked after me, I was in prison and you came to visited me.” 

Then the righteous will answer him, “ Lord when did we see 

you hungry and feed you, or thirsty and give you something to 

drink? When did we see you a stranger and invited you in, or 

needing clothes and clothe you? When did we see you sick or in 

prison and go to visit you?  The king reply, “ I tell you the 

truth, whatever you did for one of the least of these brothers of 

mine, you did for me”. 

Then he will say to those on his left, “ Depart from me, you who 

are cursed, into the eternal fire prepared for the devil and is 

angels. For I was hungry and you gave me nothing to eat, I 

was thirsty and you gave me nothing to drink, I was a  stranger 

and you did not invite me in, I needed clothes and you did not 

clothe me, I was sick and in prison and, you did not look after 

me. They also will answer, “ Lord, when did we see you hungry 

or thirsty or stranger or needing clothes or sick or in prison and 

did not help you? 

He will reply, “ I tell you the truth, whatever you did not do for 

one of these least of these, you did not do for me.” 

 

GOD’s WORD is absolutely clear. Whoever gives to the born again 

Christian has given unto GOD and whoever doesn’t give to JESUS 

brother who is the born again Christian has refused to give unto GOD. 



Surely, when GOD talks about the brother, he all the same means the 

sister in Christ. In order to deposit silver and gold, or other wealth on 

GOD’s altar, I simply need to handle it to the born again Christian. 

That is the only way to bring an offering on GOD’s Altar: handing over 

the offering into the hands of the born again Christian. And GOD adds 

that whoever fails to give in the hands of the born again Christian has 

given nothing to GOD and will answers for this lack in front of GOD. 

 

Let’s bring a precision to the rebels. We are not running a campaign 

aiming at begging from the pagans who, anyhow, have no required 

qualification to offer whatsoever to GOD. One must firstly be a GOD’s 

Priest so as to offer unto GOD. We are compelled by the TRUTH, to tell 

the priests to deposit their offerings into the hands of beloved born 

again Christians. GOD clearly states in verse 41 and 42 that he curses 

and destroys the rebels at the day of his wrath for these rebels have 

offered nothing to born again Christians. Assuredly, if you are a pagan 

and this WORD of GOD is touching you, start first by offering yourself 

unto GOD to be born again. If you decide to remain a pagan, don’t 

bother anyway to flatter GOD by giving out your goods to the born 

again Christian. 

 

We have understood that GOD’s Altar is the HOLY GHOST which dwells 

in the born again Christian who is GOD’s Temple. We have also 

understood that in the process of laying an offering on GOD’s Altar, I 

simply have to give it to the  born again Christian. 

 

Let’s once again examine the lies of the three religions pyramids of 

Alexander Severe and Constantine, as far as the Altar is concerned. 



Up to and few years after the Lord JESUS-CHRIST’s earthly Ministry, 
stony and wooden temples had altars upon which people came to offer 
material things to GOD. Since the destruction of the stony and wooden 
temple in year 70 after the LORD JESUS-CHRIST, there have been no 
physical altars till when the roman emperor Alexander SEVERE advised 
the Church to execute the craftiness of Satan that is, the gathering of 
Christians in stony temples. The BIBLE says that the physical altar 
exists no more, but rebel as usual, the three prostitutes namely 
Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA who have raised from ruins 
the stony temple which nowadays is a Satanic temple, have also re-
established the wooden  altar within their stony temples. That’s the 
trick of Satan: replacing spiritual things of the Church dispensation by 
physical things of the Old Testament in view of leading crowds to 
demons worship. 

 

Yes, the three harlots have so discreetly re-established a wooden altar 

within their stony and wooden temples. Babylon the great states that 

this wooden altar must be a piece of furniture with a back or have the 

form of a carved tomb.  OHOLA and OHOLIBA have also re-established 

wooden  altars popularly called “ puppetry”. In the old days, Babylon 

the great altar was found at the bottom of the stony temple. After 

numerous debates, this wooden Altar has happened to advance more 

and more towards the centre of the stony temple, for the assembly to 

surround this altar which according to Babylon the great, represents 

JESUS. 

 

At OHOLA and OHOLIBA , this wooden Altar, is at the bottom of the 

temple. And the so called Assembly pastor is perch on the wooden 

Altar from which he harrangs the crowd. What a criminal harlots! It is 

even obvious to OHOLIBA to carve seven candlesticks on this    Altar , 

as they pretend, in view of representing the seven candlesticks 

mentioned in the BIBLE. Very soon OHOLIBA will light seven candles in 



view of recalling the seven lamps of the seven churches described in 

the BIBLE. 

Born again Christian, come out from the middle of these three world 

harlots. 

 

When GOD request to replace physical thing, the three Pyramids do 
the contrary, they replace spiritual thing of the New Testament by 
physical thing, Harding by so doing the whole earth over to demons. 

The wooden and stony temple,  physical Altars in the stony and 

wooden temples, the tank, the two columns at the entrance of the 

temple, the temple gates, the holy place and the holy of holy all 

represent the shadow of true things to come, that means, the shadow 

of things revealed to us  in the New Testament. Foolish harlots! If you  

re-establish   stony temples and the Altar you build with wood, 

whereas there was an Altar of steel and another of gold, so re-

establish also the steel tank at the entrance of the temple of store; 

moreover, place this tank upon twelve crows; then forget not the two 

column at the gates of the temple. Fool criminal women, forget not to 

chose cows of good health, flour and birds you’ll offer on your altar in 

your stony  and wooden temples. If you re-establish the stony temples 

as the roman emperor Alexander SEVERE has recommended you, then 

re-establish every physical and Leviticus priesthood , o criminal 

women. 

 

We understood that the TRUE altar of GOD is the HOLY SPIRIT and 

that altar is within the born again Christian who is the only GOD’s 

temple. We also learned that what we offer in TRUTH to the born again 

Christian because of the quality of born again child he bears, is an 

offering directly handled to GOD .We also know that we should avoid 



participating to the world communist religion by dropping our offering 

in satanic and anonymous baskets that so called religious institutions 

will be using instead of the individual born again. We insist that the 

genuine Christian 

 

 

THE TITHE 

 

Once again, let’s underline the fact that material goods alone are not 

enough to prosper. There are at last 5 categories of things I must offer 

to GOD in TRUTH if I want to prosper. 

The service unto the Lord I must offer to GOD in TRUTH, I must offer 

my self to GOD as well as to men in TRUTH, intercession prayers I 

must offer to GOD in TRUTH, GOD’s WORD I must offer to men in 

TRUTH and finally the material goods I must offer to GOD in TRUTH. 

that’s the complete system of goods to bring unto the Lord and in 

TRUTH, in order to be qualified as a GOD’s Priest, admitted into 

spiritual prosperity which in return will entrance natural prosperity. 

 

The practice of the Tithes OHOLIBA vigorously preaches has thrown 

Christians of the word in a profound curse. Assuredly the Tithe has 

unfold a roll of curses upon Christians all over the world, and OHOLIBA 

is the main responsible. 

 

Let’s in detail examine the curse of the Tithe which is the tenth part of 

every income of the Christians and which according to OHOLIBA 

should be systematically dropped in the Sunday basket within the 

stony temple. 



Let’s precise that there is a single tithe, but two different ways to pay 

it, namely(Tithe) payment according to faith and payment according to 

the law. In fact, tithe obeys to the same principle as justification. 

 

In fact, just as the justification by faith, that is salvation by faith, the 

tithe of faith precedes the Leviticus priesthood. Just as the justification 

by faith, the Tithe of faith comes from Abraham. 

 

In view of obtaining salvation that is eternal life, there two ways. The 

first of them is that of the faith. Likewise Abraham who had faith in 

GOD and obtained righteousness by the only virtue of his faith, which 

was credited to him for justice by GOD, the individual born again is 

justified by his sole  faith in JESUS CHRIST. That’s the way to salvation 

by faith. How many times is one saved by faith, since Abraham, it is 

once the day I believe in JESUS CHRIST, I am saved by faith. 

 

However, there is a second way of salvation, that of the law, which 

was reserved to believers of the Leviticus period and which moves 

from Leviticus up the earthly ministry of JESUS CHRIST period. Those 

believers were unable to accomplish the law as we know. In fact none 

is able to obey all the law. 

There are two ways to salvation, namely the way by faith issued from 

Abraham and that of the Leviticus law are exactly the same for the 

Tithe and they produce, when we appreciate the context of Tithes, the 

same consequences as in the context of justification. 

 

The Tithes is either paid by faith once for all, or many times according 

to the law. Is this tithe a law or a custom to Abraham? No. By faith, 

Abraham pays once for all the Tithe to Melchisedek.  Likewise Abraham 



the believer is saved once for all, by faith in GOD, Abraham the 

Believer pays for all the tithes to Melchisedek. 

 

Let’s go back unto salvation. The day Abraham is justified once for all, 

by faith, there are two Israel in his waist. The Israel according to the 

flesh inherits nothing on that day salvation by faith, whereas the 

spiritual Israel who is the Christian born again inherits that day of 

salvation through faith. The spiritual Israel obtains that day, 

inheritance by faith whereas Israel by flesh goes through the yoke of 

salvation through the Leviticus law. It is exactly the same thing with 

tithe. The day Abraham pays and once for all the tithe to Melchisedek, 

the spiritual Israel in Abraham waist pays that days and once for all, 

by faith, his tithe through Abraham’s act. At the same time, Israel by 

flesh also pays his tithes through Abraham’s act, but it is by the law he 

pays it and must continue to pay the tithe of the Leviticus law. 

 

We who are spiritual Israel, New Testament GOD’s Priests ought not to 

pay the tithe anymore, for Abraham our father did pay it once for all 

the day he paid his tithe to MELCHISEDEK. Why then, you may ask, is 

Israel by flesh obliged to bear the burden of the tithe according to the 

Leviticus law? 

 

The answer is that, the mystery of Abraham’s faith, being not revealed 

to believers issued from the Leviticus, the second way which is the law 

is the only one they can have access to. They are Abraham’s heirs as 

we are, whereas they are still slaves and can not obtain the faith 

inheritance. They are then obliged to continuously pay the tithe  of the 

Leviticus law without succeeding to obey that law. 

 



At times,  in front of discouragement towards the burden of the law of 

tithe, they do without it and as a result, heavy curses are upon them 

as it is written in the book of Malachi chapter3. 

 

But the mystery of Abraham faith have been revealed unto us and by 

faith, we are set free once for all of the law of the tithe, accepting by 

faith that Abraham have paid unto Melchisedek his tithe, once for all 

and for all the generations of his spiritual descendants who were 

already in his waist. 

And what will happen if the Christian goes back to the system of 

regular payment of tithe, according to the law? 

 

The answer is that, the Christian who goes back to the law of regular 

and repeatedly payment of the tithe will harvest nothing else than 

curse. This curse attached to the Leviticus tithe we pay nowadays 

comes from Galatians chap.3 verse 10 which states that “ All who rely 

on observing the law are under a curse, for it is written cursed is 

everyone who does not continue to do everything written in the book 

of the law”. 

 

Let’s examine this more in detail through few examples. 

 

Br. TCHICAYA has a monthly salary of 150 000 CFA Frs and drops 

every end of month 15 000 CFA Frs in the basket of the temple of 

OHOLIBA, the specialised preacher of tithes. 

TCHICAYA is naturally expecting blessings from GOD. But behold, an 

old-aged aunt from the village pays him a visit and brings along a 

bunch of plantain for him. Happy as he is, he quickly orders to his wife 

to cook a nice traditional dish with the aunt’s gift. The whole family 



gathered will thereby enjoy this special meal we call ”kondre” in 

Cameroon. Behold TCHICAYA’s family is under a curse for having 

eaten this bunch of plantain. 

Where does the curse come from? The fact is that the bunch of 

plantain offered by the old lady may cost 5000 CFA Frs at Yaounde’s 

market and TCHICAYA should have thrown in the basket of the temple, 

the sum of 500 CFA Frs representing the tithe of the bunch of plantain. 

But, TCHICAYA thought this plantain did not deserve the payment of 

the tithe attached to it. Fool! It is written in the BIBLE “cursed is 

everyone who does not continue to do everything written in the Book 

of the law” if you start by paying the tithe on your salary, then go on 

applying all the law, paying the tithe upon the bunch of plantain. This 

bunch of plantain is an income for your family and if you dare pay the 

tithe on your salary, then pay the tithe on the bunch of plantain. If you 

fail to do so, Satan will play his main role of accusatory saying: “this 

one has placed himself under the law of tithe, however, he refuses to 

fully practice this law. He therefore deserves the curse”. 

 

And if you argue in your heart saying that the amount of 5 000 CFA 

Frs. is too small; know that Br. Wesley who manages a multinational 

company earns the sum of 150 000 000 CFA monthly and for him, 

your monthly salary of 150 000 CFA Frs as a whole is just as small as 

your bunch of plantain of 5000 CFA Frs. For what use then do you pay 

the tithe on your 150 000 monthly salary? If then you consider 5 000 

CFA as negligible and if you claim that your 150 000CFA monthly 

salary is important, know that this bunch of plantain that worth 5 000 

FCFA is also important. Look at Sr. Angela your babysitter who earns 

20 000 CFA monthly. No doubt that for her the value of your bunch of 

plantain that is 5 000 CFA represents a great amount of money. Fool! 



You ought to pay a 5 00 CFA tithe on your bunch of plantain. If you fail 

to do so, you and your household will be eating curses while enjoying 

a nice dish. You then harvest curse and you shall not prosper, for you 

failed to pay the tithe on your bunch of plantain. 

 

Legalists and pretentious as they were, Pharisees of the time of the 

Lord JESUUS CHRIST’s earthly Ministry made a vow to completely 

respect the tithe. And consequently, they found themselves under the 

burden and spent long hours calculating even the tithe on herbs and 

ingredients for cooking. (see Mat.23).The Lord JESUS CHRIST mocked 

at this false godly slavery saying “ the burden of your tithes is so 

preoccupying that you let aside the most important that is GOD’s 

righteousness, GOD’s mercy and faithfulness”. 

 

Let’s now consider Br. TCHOKOANSI case, he who usually pays a tithe 
of 20.000CFA from his salary per month. Let’s add that he is married 
to a dynamic and working lady. Preoccupied to bring a helpful hand to 
the household management, the Br’s wife opens a store. The question 
at this juncture will be: “must she pay the tithe over the turn over of 
the store or over the profit generated by the store”. The greedy 
OHOLIBA would have liked to take the tithe over the turn over of the 
store, but Sr. TCHOKOANSI is so vigilant and underline that the 
commercial margin is barely 20% on the best stuffs of the store. These 
20% representing the commercial margin are not sufficient to cope 
with the common charges of the store including the rent, electricity 
and transport fees as well the handling of goods. 
 

However, Sr. TCHOKOANSI has no financial mean to require the 

expertise of an accountant and therefore can not run her self a 

rigorous accounting according to the techniques of this science. She 

simply knows the commercial margin per stuff. The sister will then go 

unto approximate evaluations of the monthly net profit and it is on the 

basis of these approximations, that she will be paying her tithe every 



month. Behold the whole family under a curse for, some months, the 

approximate evaluation of the result will be less than the profit 

realised. During these months the benefit is less that its real value, the 

family failed to pay the exact amount of the tithe and behold the curse 

is in their home. Whereas the sister didn’t cheat, for it is not easy at 

all to calculate the exact monthly profit in a store without a specific 

and rigorous accountancy. 

Even if the sister recruits an accountant to eradicate this problem, the 

annoyances of the tithe are not over. As the last born baby cries, the 

sister offers him a piece of bread and sardine which value is 500 FRS 

to comfort him. The accountant is so rigorous and each time drops a 

register the sister signs. This value of 500CFA Frs which will be cut off 

by the accountant from the store benefit represents an income for the 

family. Did Sr. TCHOKOANSI pay the tithe of 50Frs on this loaf of 

bread? No and behold the curse comes in and gnaws the family. 

 

Let’s take another example. Br. MUKANDA who is fianced to Sr. 

JECOLIA, invites her to go out and eat in a restaurant down town 

Yaoundé. This is to please his fiancé and no one can argue against that 

.at the end of the joyful and loving meal, MUKANDA pays his addition. 

Let’s say, JECOLIA ate for 10.000CFA Frs. This sum is an income for 

JECOLIA and while economists evaluate the riches produced in a 

country in the course of the year, part of this food of 10.000FRS value 

eaten by JECOLIA is taken into account for this food has a value 

added. Economists are right to count this food within the riches of the 

land. So, JECOLIA has had a 10.000CFA Frs. Income. She who 

regularly pays 40.000CFA Frs. Of tithe out of her 400.000CFA Frs. 

Monthly salary of a MD is now under a curse. 

 



Born again Christians, let’s get out of the curse of tithes. Let’s free 

ourselves from the yoke of the law of the tithes. This curse of the tithe 

has made poor complete generations of sincere Christians all over the 

world. Let’s us pay no tithe to whoever. Let no one rush after the 

curse of tithe anymore. If you start by paying the Leviticus tithe on 

your salary, you will end up by paying the tithe on a piece of 

chocolate; offered to you by a sister in Christ Jesus and if you fail to 

pay it, you will place yourself under the curse of those who partially 

put the law into practice. 

 

Born again Christians, who has bewitched you so that you go back to 

the slave of the law? Don’t you know, you aspiring to pay the tithe, 

that the law requests to pay the tithe of tithe? Let’s turn to the Book of 

Numbers which is also called Bemidbar that means” in the desert”. It 

is written in numbersch.18: 24-30 that Israel pay the tithe to the 

Levites and Levites in return pay the tithe of Tithe to Aaron. However, 

all the born again Christian of today are priests, that is, they are 

Levites. Aaron represented the High Priest, that is the Lord JESUS 

CHRIST who is GOD. So, as we all are Levites of the New Testament 

dispensation, to who shall we pay the tithe of Tithes. If we start by 

paying the tithe, let’s finish what we have started by also paying the 

tithe of the Tithe. And if we fail to respect the tithe of the tithe, having 

respected the law of the tithe, behold, we are under curse. 

 

Just imagine Peter dropping 50.000 CFA on Sunday in the basket of 

OHOLIBA the liar. At the end of the collective bewitching session called 

worship service, to who should the 5000 Cfa Frs representing the tithe 

of tithe paid? Let’s put that this tithe of tithe is handled to the so called 

Assembly pastor. To who will he in return pay the 500 CFA 



representing the tithe of tithe of the 5000 CFA Frs?  If he uses the 

whole 5000CFA Frs. Behold he is under a curse for he received 5000 

CFA Frs and paid not the tithe of the tithe he has received. 

 

As a matter of fact, the lies on tithe are numerous. In Deuteronomy 

ch.26: 12-14, the BIBLE says if I commit myself into the law I must 

respect the year of Tithe. In this third year which is the year of tithe, I 

shall pay the tithe unto the Levite and unto the widow, the orphan and 

also the stranger who is not Israelite as well. 

Why is the stranger who is not an Israelite receiving my tithe in the 

third year? GOD was simply announcing that the Old Testament 

believer as well as the born again Christian have spiritual heirs who 

are believers and natural heirs. We’ve already shared on the notion of 

heirs. 

 

Now born again Christians, examine your stony temples into which 
they preach on tithe. Is there any third year during which a tithe is 
paid unto the widow, the orphan and the stranger and unbeliever as 
well? " 
 

Now, born again Christian, examine your temples into which tithe is 

paid to the widow, to the orphan as well as to unbelievers? No. 

 

Every year, you drop in the baskets of your stony temples, Leviticus 

tithe. Why then do you despise this third year, especially instaured for 

the stranger, the widow and the orphan? It is written that cursed is 

everyone who does not continue to do everything written in the book 

of the law” Gal 3.10. 

Ô! Foolish Galatians, who bewitched you so that you get back into the 

bondage of the Leviticus tithe? 

 



In the midst of all this lies and confusion, OHOLIBA the perfidious who 

talks of the HOLY GHOST   shouting halleluiah while hating the practice 

of the BIBLE paints her eyebrows and lips, paints her hails as JESABEL 

who grew old in prostitution, shortens her opened shirt, flaunts her 

pointed breast and shouts unto the people of the earth “ GOD will 

bless for this tithe you pay “. Criminal OHOLIBA who unfold curse on 

earth! 

 

When the Lord JESUS-CHRIST quotes the tithe in Luc 18: 12 it is 

simply to show how futile it is, for what really counts is Obedience to 

GOD. 

 

We have now well understood that the Leviticus tithe bears curse, and 

that it is one of the causes of poverty numerous Christians all over the 

world are living in. our last point is the study of voluntary offerings 

which are effectively requested by GOD and which bring abundant 

blessing unto all those who practice them on a scriptural base. 

 

 

THE VOLUNTARY OFFERING OR LIBERALITIES 

 

In view of giving unto GOD silver and gold or goods of different 

natures, there is a single process, that of the voluntary offering also 

called liberality. The voluntary offering alone is strictly applied in the 

New Testament priesthood. 

 

Voluntary offering or gift liberality is a manifestation of love and is 

always rendered by concrete acts. 



For instance, GOD loves me and offers himself on the cross of 

Golgotha. I love GOD and I offer him my spirit, my soul and my body, 

in the short, I offer him my whole life. 

 

Theoretical loves only exist in lying love magazines of the world. GOD 

says love is real and concrete and consist in giving out to someone I 

love, a composition of the things of various natures among which 

some are everlasting. 

 

Many people say “I believe in GOD”. GOD hates such abstract and 

theoretical declaration which comes right away from love magazines 

and fake love film from the world. Even demons believe in GOD, but 

they tremble. GOD is concrete, and he says to man, “if you love me, 

then give unto me your life then other things from various natures for 

me to make of you a priest of mine. I’ve already showed the proof by 

giving out my life for you at Golgotha. 

 

For my voluntary offering to be acceptable unto GOD and that I 

consequently harvest spiritual riches in my heavenly bank account, 

those riches producing material riches destined to my spiritual heirs, 

my natural heirs and myself as well, I must observe GOD established 

rules. Let’s tackle these rules through a series of questions and 

answers. 

 

 

UNTO WHOM MUST I OFFER? 

 

This question is a simple recall, for we’ve abundantly shared on the 

question already. It is unto the born again Christian that I must handle 



my voluntary offering destined to GOD. The BIBLE clearly states that it 

is the individual born again Christian who is the temple and GOD’s 

Altar which is the HOLY GHOST is found within the temple that means 

within the born again Christian. 

 

Let’s us flee from the world communist religion established by Babylon 

the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA and let’s give directly to the born 

again Christian our offerings. Let’s not drop whatever in the 

anonymous basket of the three harlots. Romans 12: 13 says: “Share 

with GOD’s people who are in need, practice hospitality”. 

However the three harlots and rebels ask to drop silver and gold in 

their Sunday basket though I may know a sister in Christ Jesus who 

lacks means to pay her rent since she has abandoned her boy-friends 

in the world. In order to justify themselves, the three criminal women 

say they need money to build new stony temples, schools and 

dispensaries. 

 

What an abomination! For the individual born again is more fitted to 

invest in radio, dispensaries, schools, TVs, newspapers and he is more 

equipped than the so called religious collectivities to manages. For 

sure, as these religions collectivities are not able to manage whatever, 

behold, our African states are submitted to gossip of subventions to be 

paid to OHOLIBA, to OHOLA and moreover, to the greedy and 

infections Babylon the great. GOD knew that the individual takes 

better than communist collectivity, investment and management 

decisions and has ordered to meet the need of the saints and not 

those of collectivities and communist institutes that pretend to be 

religious. 

 



1 John 3: 17 reads: “if anyone has material possession and sees his 

brother in need but has no pity on him, how can the love of GOD be 

with him?” 

 

the BIBLE is clearly talking about my brother, a true physical person 

and not of a communist collectivity pretending to be religious. The 

BIBLE doesn’t talk neither of a group, an institute or an anonymous 

foundation. The BIBLE clearly and directly talks of my brother in Christ 

Jesus who is in need. If I have no pity on him, abandon him in his 

problem, get into a stony temple and drop my money in a basket 

managed by an anonymous collectivity. Cowardice, hypocrisy and 

abomination. Let’s turn back to the TRUTH-Fool, what blessing do you 

expect when you don’t care about the groaning of your brother you 

see, to go out financing the construction of a new stony temple. As will 

your brother sent out by the landlord for unpaid rent go to live in the 

stony temple you have sponsored? Have you left the world to obey the 

BIBLE or reasoning or men traditions? 

 

Born again Christians, let’s cease to drop our rules in lying baskets of 

Sunday. Let’s give our silver and gold to individual born again 

Christians, for after having sponsored their basic needs, they will 

invest, manage and the Christian nation will be enriched through out 

the world. 

 

Let’s break down the communist religion of the three harlots and, liars 

who replace GOD established order by their reasoning their customs 

and their imagination. 

 

 



WHO MUST OFFER? 

 

This question is also a recall for we’ve already shared on the topic. 

Only the priest, that is the born again Christian is qualified to give 

voluntary offering to GOD. If you are not interested by GOD’s 

Priesthood, if you don’t want to commit yourself unto GOD and 

become a GOD’s Priest, then keep your goods for yourself. Fool, where 

you born when GOD created silver and gold? 

 

Several times, GOD says that born again Christian alone are those 

qualified to bring along voluntary offering. 1 Cor.16: 1-4; Titus3: 14; 

Rom.1: 25-28; 2Cor.8: 2-15; 2Cor.9:1-14; 3John1: 7 loudly testify 

that only the born again Christians are qualified to bring unto GOD, 

voluntary offerings. 

 

But why does GOD insist so many times? It is because he knows the 

rebellion of the three harlots Babylon the great, OHOLA and OHOLIBA 

who do not hesitate to go round prospecting companies of the secular 

world, stubborn pagans, members of mystic lodges of darkness saying 

“ give us money and GOD will bless you”. And Christians born again 

pray to say “amen” and confirm this worldwide prostitution which allow 

the rebel nations to think that one can obtain GOD’s favour by 

flattering GOD with some money. 

 

Christians born again, break out every fellowship with the three 

harlots. How far do you think you can prosper if you continue 

fellowship with women so rebel to GOD’s WORD. 

 

HOW TO BRING ALONG MY VOLUNTARY OFFERING TO GOD? 



 

First, there is the principle of total discretion as ordered in Mat.6: 1-4. 

it is an absolute secret that I offer my liberality to a born again 

Christian. I must not do it in public and whatever advertisement is 

forbidden. 

 

“Be careful not to do your ‘acts of righteousness’ before men, to be 

seen by them. If you do, you will have no reward from your father in 

heavens.” 

 

“So, when you give to the needy, do not announce it with trumpet, as 

the hypocrites do in synagogues and on the streets, to be honoured by 

men. I tell you the TRUTH, they have received their reward in full. But 

when you give to the needy, do not let your left hand know what your 

right hand is doing, so that, your giving may be in secret. Then your 

father, who sees what is done in secret, will reward you. 

 

GOD commands me to handle my voluntary offerings in an absolute 

discretion. However, what happens within the three world religions 

pyramids? 

 

At OHOLIBA place people go out dancing and waving their bank notes 

they drop in anonymous and non scriptural baskets. As there are 

stubborn, OHOLIBA progressively runs a register at the level of so 

called prayer Cells. At OHOLA’s place, prosecutors of the world are 

preoccupied by the various cases of trials about the share of the kitty 

in between Elders, emancipated women pastors, district pastors and 

national pastors. As for Babylon the great, it is the peak of criminality.  

“Give me money, and I organise a mess in order to bless your 



intentions” says the great harlot to all the nations of the earth. As you 

open your newspaper, you read on a page “give out something, 

please, to fight famine in the world. Perfidious Babylon the great. Isn’t 

it written that visible things come from invisible ones? You deprive the 

whole world from TRUTH, making hungry on the spiritual plan, billions 

of persons and wonder that this spiritual hungry everywhere lead to 

physical hungry. 

 

Keep for yourself your satanic messages and go back to the TRUTH. 

 

In order to produce seeds, seasons, climates on earth, Noah, the 

ancestor didn’t go round the world collecting. He offers, and in TRUTH, 

a service unto the Lord and in return, GOD granted him permanent 

spiritual riches that generate seeds, harvest, seasons and climates we 

have nowadays in our planet. 

 

Born again Christian, let’s discreetly bring along our voluntary 

offerings to our beloved born again Christian and we shall prosper. 

GOD says if I give with advertisement, he put no blessing in my 

heavenly account. As no spiritual riches is found there, I prosper not 

for I’ve made publicity while giving. 

 

Secondly, as we can see in 2Cor.8: 1-4 and 1Cor.16: 1-2, I offer 

according to my means but GOD does not fix any proportion. The 

voluntary offering is completely ruled by the principle of liberty as the 

proportion of the wealth to give out is concerned. I simply need to feel 

joy in my heart concerning the amount or the value of the goods I give 

out. If I feel my heart is not joyful, I give absolutely nothing. If I feel 

joy from the HOLY SPIRIT when I am about to give 30% of my 



income, then I give unto the Christian born again. If I feel joy in my 

heart to give only 1%, then I give 1 % to the born again Christian. 

And if this month for instance, I feel joyful to use all my income, then I 

remain in the peace of the HOLY SPIRIT and I use myself the totality 

of my income, blessing the Lord who has granted me that income. 

 

The amount of the “physical good” I give out is not fixed also. If I feel 

so joyful to give out a building, I give it to the born again Christian. If 

I feel joy to give out only 10 us dollars whereas I am a millionaire, I 

only give out 10 us dollars and I sin not while acting as such. 

 

GOD places me in front of my liberty and my responsibilities, warning 

me that the quality of spiritual riches he will put in my heavenly 

account directly depends on the quantity of material goods I offer to 

GOD. It is then up to me to choose and I freely choose the quantity of 

goods I offer unto GOD. 

 

2Cor.9: 6-7 reads: “remember this whoever sows sparingly will 

also reap sparingly; and whoever sows generously will also 

reap generously. Each man should give what he has decided in 

his heart to give, not reluctantly or under compulsion, for GOD 

loves a cheerful giver”. 

 

Thirdly, it is wise, at times, to accumulate good before giving them out 

to the born again Christian. This silver or gold, or these goods 

accumulated and handled unto the born again Christian may help this 

one to launch an investment. If I put aside 30.000 CFA every month 

and during six months, the Christian receiving 180.000 CFA can use 

this money to buy a gas cooker. And if I’ve cumulated this sum of 



30.000F CFA for twelve months, the born again sister who will receive 

it may launch an activity of production of fritter, by the road side in 

the evening. 

 

The distance even renders the compulsory the accumulation of goods 

as to diminish the cost of the goods transfer. If I want to sent money 

to a beloved based in Mali, it is useful to firstly gather a sufficient 

quantity, if I transfer several times little quantities, that will be costly 

to me. That what 1Cor.16: 1-4 shows us. 

 

Corinthian house assembly Christians want to give offerings to 

Christians of the house assembly of Jerusalem. But as Corinth is far 

from Jerusalem, everyone puts aside once per week, a portion of his 

goods. These goods collected are handled to faithful Christians who 

will travel to give them unto their fellow Christians of Jerusalem. 

Nowadays, we have the modern mean of transfer of silver and gold or 

of goods of all kinds. 

 

WHAT TO DO WITH VOLUNTARY OFFERING I RECEIVE AS 

GOD’S TEMPLE? 

 

When an individual born again Christian receives a voluntary offering 

as GOD’s temple, he firstly must give thanks to GOD for the 

multiplication and accumulation of spiritual riches in heavenly accounts 

of Christian givers are activated by these thanksgivings. Then, these 

spiritual riches create all kinds of material riches for Christian givers 

and their spiritual and natural heirs as well. 

 



After having thanked GOD for what he has received as GOD’s temple, 

the born again Christian must use the goods received in two ways. 

 

Firstly, he must finance his basis needs the BIBLE enumerates as food, 

cloth, transport, lodging and soon. 

It is biblical to use gold, silver and other goods I receive as GOD’s 

temple, to build my house or pay my rent, supply to my daily food, 

clothe myself, buy my house finance my trips or even buy my car. 

 

Secondly, the born again Christian receiving voluntary offering at the 

position of GOD’s temple must use these offering in order to realise 

and manage investments to increase his riches, after he had satisfied 

his basic needs. These investments he must finance and manage are 

of various natures, including schools, dispensaries, radio and TV 

broadcasting houses, newspapers, bookshops, restaurants, in short, 

every kinds of investments that are able to enrich the Christians who 

are his spiritual heirs as well as other inhabitants of the land who are 

his natural heirs. 

 

Let’s halt a while to better understand this aspect of the thing. The 

offering the born again Christian receives belong to GOD. This offering 

is in fact a minas GOD put into the hands of the born again Christian 

for the purpose of multiplication. 

 

Let’s examine the parable of the minas in the gospel of Luke19: 11-27 

to understand this. 

 

GOD’s WORD says when I invest and multiply my minas thanks to a 

good management in order to again ten other minas, GOD grants me 



the running of ten towns. These ten towns are my spiritual and natural 

heirs. If on the contrary I do no investment, GOD withdraw even the 

mine HE granted me. 

 

And if it happens that I have no investment project ? The BIBLE says 

in verse 23 that while waiting for an investment project, I must at 

least drop the saving issued from the offering in a bank for it to 

produce interests while this saving is placed in a bank, I must humbly 

ask GOD to grant a project into which I have to invest  in order 

multiply my mine. Maybe GOD will show me a training to undertake 

before moving to the investment. 

 

An advice to born again Christian. Let’s know that the BIBLE several 

times shows that women are particularly talented to invest and 

multiplied material riches. It is in this respect that women were mostly 

those who provided to the material needs of the lord JESUS CHRIST 

during hid ministry on earth. There were wise women and good 

manageress who had invested and were enriched. They would never 

have sustained the gospel if they had not invested. Let’s also think to 

give unto sisters in Chris -Jesus, our offerings. This will accelerate the 

enrichment of the Christians of the whole  world . 

 

That’s the TRUTH on the topic voluntary offering or liberality which 

constitutes the only channel through which one can handle material 

gifts into GOD’s hands. 

 

We’ve completed the share about voluntary offerings, but there is a 

question many Christians are certainly ask themselves. Let’s now look 

into this question. 



 

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF AN UNBELEVER FREELY OFFERS ME A 
THING I HAVENT ASKED FOR ? 

 

Let’s start by going back to the principle of quality, which is very 

important on the spiritual plan. In Mattews10: 41-42, it is written : 

“Anyone who receives a prophet because he is a prophet will 

receive a prophet’s reward. And anyone who receives a 

righteous man will receive a righteous man’s reward. And if 

anyone gives even a cup of cold water to one of these little 

ones because he is my disciple, I tell you the TRUTH, he will 

certainly not lose his reward”. 

 

Let’s begin by recalling that before we say what we just red, GOD had 

précised that whoever doesn’t bear his cross and follows him is not 

worthy of him. Verses 41 and 42, we just red, concern therefore the 

disciples of the Lord JESUS CHRIST and the expression “whoever” 

used here means anyone of JESUS CHRIST disciples. This recall made, 

GOD says the quality, that is the reason why someone gives me 

something is very important. 

If Mr. YACOUBA who is an unbeliever gives me something by the fact 

that I am a born again Christian, that means if YACOUBA offer to me 

something because I am disciple of JESUS CHRIST, it means that 

YACOUBA wants to gives unto GOD. In this case, I must refuse his 

offer and ratter invite Yacouba to firstly offer his own life unto the Lord 

JESUS CHRIST in view of receiving the quality of priest which is 

necessary in order to offer unto GOD. 

 



Let’s now take another case where Yacouba, who is an unbelievers, 

offers me something irrespective of the fact that I am a born again 

Christian. For instance, I am a salesman or commercial agent in a 

supermarket and Yacouba the customer gives me a TIP of 5000F CFA 

because I kindly and smilingly give him details on the stuffs on sale. In 

this case, Yacouba has given nothing to do with corruption that 

gangrenes Africa nowadays. I work in a bakery and at the end of the 

year, the boss who is not a believer is particularly happy of my 

performances, grants me a 300.000CFA Francs bonus. This boss has 

given nothing unto GOD and I accept my bonus. 

 

However, let’s insist on the fact that I must not wander around the 

unbelievers with the begging basket to beg as Babylon the great, 

OHOLIBA and OHOLA do. 

 

When you beg, you spiritually open to whom you ask doors he can 

exploit to destroy you if he belongs to the world of darkness. It is one 

of the reasons of the spiritual death of our three world religions 

pyramids. 

Assuredly, Christians must ask for their rights. It is forbidden to beg, 

to request favour from unbelievers, but it is a duty for the Christian to 

spiritually and naturally ask for his rights. 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

We just shared together on the TRUTH on the way that leads to true 

prosperity, that is prosperity coming from GOD. There are a total of 

five categories of things I must offer unto GOD in TRUTH if I want to 

prosper. 



I must offer myself unto GOD as an offering and unto men as a GOD’s  

qualified temple where their goods can be deposited, I must offer in 

the TRUTH a worship service unto GOD, I must offer to GOD in TRUTH 

prayers of intercession for Christians and other men as well, and 

finally, the voluntary offering of gold, silver and other material goods I 

must offer in Truth unto GOD. That’s the complete system of what I 

must offer unto GOD in Truth to be qualified as GOD’s Priest, admitted 

into spiritual prosperity which will generate in return natural 

prosperity. 

 

If you are not yet born again and this share on the TRUTH have 

convinced you on the necessity of a personal encounter with GOD, 

simply follow the following steps: 

 

First, kneel down in sign of submission in front of GOD and confers to 

GOD that you’re a sinner who deserves his wrath. Implore GOD to 

forgives yours sins, citing with precision every sin coming to your 

spirit. If this  repentance tends to be long, don’t stop, continue and 

cite all the sins coming to your spirit. At the end of this confession, tell 

GOD you accept that the Lord JESUS CHRIST died for you in particular 

at Golgotha. Ask GOD to cleanse all your sins with the blood of JESUS- 

CHRIST and to grant you eternal life. If you are member of a lodge of 

darkness, Satan will try to impress you saying that his covenants are 

irrevocable. He may even threat to kill you. All that is  a lie! Simply 

end your confession saying: “Satan, I forsake you, I renounce all your 

pacts in the name of the Lord JESUS- CHRIST. I place myself in 

security in the blood of the Lord JESUS-CHRIST” at the least of Satan 

attacks, in the day as in the night, just do like chap, call unto the 

daddy saying “ in the name of JESUS CHRIST, I confirm I have left 



you, Satan” as Satan will be uselessly agitating by your side, pray 

GOD to lead you on the way of a real minister of deliverance and the 

pleasure will be his delivering you. Remember that Mary Magdalena, 

the woman who followed Jesus everywhere, before her conversion was 

a dangerous vampire. She had up to seven totems, what is not 

negligible. Whereas the Lord JESUS CHRIST delivered her, for he 

sincerely open herself unto GOD, hiding no little portion of her life. 

 

Secondly, kneel down alone and ask GOD to baptise with HOLY SPIRIT 

for it is what he promises and he never lies. You absolutely need the 

HOLY SPIRIT to reveal unto you the thought of GOD, to be clothed by 

the absolute power of GOD for you will dearly need it in order to 

subdue Lucifer who will not hesitate to contest your conversion, to 

comfort you in hard times, to grant you various spiritual gifts which 

are useful in Christian. Walk, to bring you peace and joy, to transform 

your spirit and teach you to think and to act like GOD. GOD of 

Abraham, GOD of Isaac and Jacob, I beg you, baptise me with your 

HOLY GHOST as you promise me. 

 

Thirdly, pray GOD to give you a true Christian who will lead to water 

baptism. This baptism is quite simple, he’ll completely plunge you into 

the water in the name of the father, of the son and of HOLY SPIRIT. 

For sure, you keep your clothes while entering in the waters. 

 

Fourthly, buy a BIBLE and read it, starting from the New Testament. 

this is a simple advice. Read first the gospel of John which is of an 

incomparable taste. As a young believer, I didn’t waist my time in vain 

reasoning. When I used to read that whoever eats the flesh of Jesus 

and drinks the blood of Jesus will rise from dead, I quickly ran to my 



bedroom and standing I will proclaim loudly “ I eat the flesh of Jesus 

and drink the blood of Jesus” I did not go into philosophy. Once I red 

in the BIBLE, the sooner I proclaimed it in prayers. At my great 

astonishment, this way of praying completely changed my life within 

six months and I became by GOD’s grace a mature man eating from 

now on, solid food whereas OHOLIBA I was already seeing the 

neckedness and prostitution was still trying to give me her adulterated 

milk. The absolute confidence in what is written in your BIBLE is a fatal 

weapon in front of Satan. Satan particularly fears Christians who trust 

in what is written in the BIBLE and are ready to proclaim at every 

moment in prayers what is written in the BIBLE. 

 

Fifthly, remain at your home above all and set not your feet I stony 

temples, you may lost precious years. If you locate a little house 

assembly where people know each others, joint it. You will grow fast. 

If you don’t have a house assembly, stay at home and read your 

BIBLE everyday. Buy Christian music tapes, listen, learn and repeat 

the choruses. From this beginning, GOD will reveal unto numerous 

songs you will write down, rehearse so as to the content of the book 

entitled “Going back to the real service unto GOD” which is 

available in the website www.worldwiderevival.org pray daily at home.  

The fact of reading one’s BIBLE at home, pray at home, sing hymns at 

home, offering a worship service unto GOD at home brings down 

GOD’s altar in the home. Christian religion is a religion of revelation 

and power. It is neither a religion of custom, of reasoning, neither a 

religion of organisation. Remember that the gospel was introduced in 

Africa by an African who was finance minister in Ethiopia. the BIBLE 

explains that at the moment the Ethiopian eunuch believed in the Lord 

JESUS- CHRIST, he does not even understand the meaning of what he 



reads in the BIBLE. But he is immediately taken into the waters of 

baptism, and the young believer goes back alone in Africa. And the 

HOLY GHOST takes care of helping him to grow spiritual and to make 

him become an instrument of GOD to spray the gospel in Ethiopia. 

Nowadays the three lying pyramids are panicking, pretending to be 

spiritual women and claiming that they should shut the young believer 

in the stony temple in order to train him up. Don’t rely on those false 

and non scriptural declarations. If these three liars ( Babylon the 

great, Ohola and Oholiba ) are true Christians, let them obey to the 

BIBLE and let them come and teach you at home. Always check and 

control with the Bible whatever teaching is given to you by whosoever. 

 

Sixthly, listen to the radio and watch on the TV preachers and discern 

thank to the BIBLE. When a preacher says what’s not scriptural, don’t 

listen to him anymore. On the contrary, listen carefully to those who 

help you to grow in the knowledge and the use of the BIBLE. Also buy 

Christian books that will help you to grow spiritually. Know that 

internet is full with portions of written and read messages and 

preaching of the BIBLE. 

 

Now that we have finished with GOING BACK TO THE TRUTH ON 

TITHES AND OFFERINGS, the remaining topics of share are: 

GOING BACK TO THE TRUE BAPTISM 

GOING BACK TO THE TRUE HOLY COMMUNION 

 

For the three religious pyramids built by Constantin have also filled the 

world with lies concerning baptism and holy communion. By the grace 

of  GOD, the Lord of Hosts sited upon the cherubims, we will share on 

these topics next time. 



 

May GOD bless those who listen and practice his WORD. 
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